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EDUCATION IN FORESTRY.

pROCEEDINt:S OF TI'; SECOND NATIONAL CONFERENCE.

INTRODUCTION.

The Second National Conference on Education in FtwAry4wIts held under
the auspices of the School of Forestry of Yale University, at New Haven, Conn .

un December 17 and 18, 1920. Its purpose was to discuss the question, To
what extent anal in what ways it desirable to revise the standardized curric-
ulum of instruction in forestry that for the past 10 years has been more or
less closely followed by the lending forest, schools of the United States? That
curriculum was the outcome of the First National Conference on Education
in Forestry, held in December, 1909, when was apiiinted. a committee on
standardization of instruction in forestry that published its final report in the
Forestry Quarterly for September, 1912 (Vol. N, NO. 3). The reasons that led
to the conference of WOO are set forth succinctly by Dean Tourney in his open-
ing address (see p. 4).

The second conference on professional forestry education was called by
-Dean Tomey. 'of' the Yale 'School of Forestry, afterconsultation with other
niresters engaged in eduentional work. Those in-attendance represented, per-
-sonally or by proxy, sill the forest 4110018 in the country that offer courses
leading to a' forestry degree, or that otherwise twin men for the practice of
forestry as a profession. There were also present a considerable number of
other persons interested in the topics under discussion.

At the time of calling the conference. during the summer of 1920, Dean
Tourney IIHIGelljr series of comittees, and rconested them to be ready to re-
port at the conference in December. In the Appendix is given a list of these
,..onamittees and "also of those appointed by the conference, with their per-
sonnel. The committee reports, followed by discussions, made up the subject
matter of the conference.
,Through the courtesy of the United States Commissioner of Educatan the

proceedings of the .conference are made of permanent record in this bulletin,
the conference having very gladly accepted the omtnissioner's offer to in-
corporate this material in a publication of the Bureau of Education.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

By DR. ARTHUR TWINING IIADLEY, -President of Yale University:

It Is a great pleasure to welcome you at the opening of this conference on
-education In forestry. IiiverY convention. on technical education, and infact on
education of every.kInd to-day, has an inestimable value, a.value different from
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4 ,EDI;(7AT1ON IN FORESTRY.

what it bad in times past. FiOliely educationaiii;oliferences natant Coniparisa)
meth:xis of teaching ilk different institutions. result %VHS uii ituproveinentiu teilm:que and an improvement- in purpose and spirit. To-day we have a

different problem and a greater one. With the changes the war has produced,
the high cosf of living, etc., the. neat of conserving our invers and of ell talouwvji t.6410 into (4111c:11101i,, Economy can tat vik.eti in two ways: by sa
money or waking I go its far as posS.ible;iniapting weans to ends -tieteminiaz
which things mast he dime 'tow. whitll thing's can he postponed,
need to Wait Illit .1 the special interest can best be suited.

All CsItleatiollai CI a I rVE11143`. is. therefore. no longer ii colliliarison of method.
of suit:Wine results 'ready obtained. it Is the adapting of methods into au
organizathat which nifist have its`situch division 'of labor as a
Plant.$ Which 11111st VIM the 1)1'0111011s of dellialid. W111:1 her 1111:1.11t

future, or thdish.> e kind II .-1:1- Cali be we dealt with (note' as circumstances
which must adapt till' ethlcilt ion of the country not simply to the methods of the
science Ilk to their posit iion in our eduatamal system its a pnrf of the txxoiiiiesystem of the country.

In this, foresters are adopted to lead the way. Forestry above all else isanimated by the spirit of. public service. It wijI take the lead here because itis free (ruin the tIttli:Zer of lUOrtillutt pub it' wet flirt. to private considerii-
tion. 11'e should study 11.e demaini for different lines of edIleillion as well asthe Ripply, but always from the stiititipo.nt of the CollSideratioll, of nationalbefore private interest. We weicomy you all most heartily to, this conferviite.

OPENING ADDRESS.

ByJAmt W. Tat MEN% Dean, Yule School Of Forestry.

The first national conference on education in forestry In the United Stateswas held in Washington. D. C., on Decendier 30_ IOW. That eoiiference wascalled through the initiative'af CillTord itichot. The object of the eiinferenee
was fully set forth by Prof. H. S. ffraves, in all article in the March number
of the Forestry Quarterly, published in OW. At that time there were over20 institutions in this country and Canada which gave instruction in forestry.Forestry was then first beg'nnitig to attain a wcognized plitee in educationalcircles in this country. There was no recogiiiied standard of professional.training, as was shown in the wide difference in scope in the forest schoolsslid the great diversity in attainments of those calling themselves rofes-sional foresters. As pointed out by (Iraves, the civil service examinations
served In a measure as a professional stand:it'd, but as only it part of the men
trained In the schdols took the examinations it seacely answere purpose.The real purpose of the eonfereuee was to take the first steps. hi an agree-ment among the,sehools as to the character nod minimum teehnicar trainingrequirtiii of a forester of the different grades. It was emphasized at that.conference that the pressure to emphasize the practical of for-estry without due attention to the theory endangered the hest development of
forestry education In this eountry. It was also recognized that .the omissionor restriction In time of study given to the essential. preforestry subjects inscience and languarge wits disastrous to the best training of the forester. Atthat time practically ail the forest schools had developed within the previousdecade, and it was emphasized that they must provide a better training than
in the past when they were In the period of organization and the adjustment



EDUCATION IN FORESTRY. 5

of their curricula, and when instructors of. adequate background and experi-
ence:were not avuilale. Looking bad: over a period of 10 years it is clear
that the Washington conference, -attended by delegates from nearly all, the
forest schools then in exiatenee in Anterichl has had far - reaching effects on
i'1.,...try i titivation in this country during the past decade.

One ot pH. Ipoirtant resnita of that conference Way tile appointment of a
rommittec on forestry education in America, .with II. S. Graves as chairman.
The Fitcf.ose of this isonmittee was to prelim and report upon a -pion looking
torAard .to so better standardization .'f forestry (dm ation in the different
gradesi this ountq. .The rommillee reported at as special claiference in

Wasilitigton, in I hscember, 1911, attended by ruprem-tnithes trom 10 forest
whool;., mid departments of forestry in Americau colleges ,and. univeSities
The plan propo:ed by the committee was discussed in detail and act lots taken

I- on matters relating to alliaittatice to schools of different grades, vrriultbn,
and the 'lumber of hours in each subject. The final report emboiying action
taken at this wwcial 1111110141W %% as published in the Forestry 4flarierly fore
septeniber, 1912.

The majority- of. the cOinlinel lee and the representatives off the institutionS
present at the sfsa'ial conference reeog,ailas) that there should N. In Anerlot
fourylifferent grades of instruction in forestry.

Ial Advanced professional training,, to include not only a substantial gen-
eral education but also.a well-rounded Bourse in-all brandies of tech-
nical forestry.

I tO Instruction for forest rangers, hased opttt a high-schOl education or
Is equivalent, and conducted mainly along thoriiughly practical lines.

tri .t:eneral instruction in forestry sktiplementary to a course in agricifiture
!Ind designed to be of owners the of wtaid-

hinds. . o;

,d) General courses in conservation and .forestry fur those who desire it

/ as a part of.teir general education. . .

Although the above grades were NI-op-tiled by the confer-lee, the work of
the commiltee in the final report was on1tined to formulating standards and
requirements for professional training lent ng to a degree. No action On sec-

ondary forestry education was..taken by the enferenee, However. In 1913 a
.:ubrommittee no secondary torestry.edlleatiOn, of which the writer was chair-
man, wasaptiointed by the National Conservation (7ongress It, present a retwort

tit the November meeting of that year:. This report, published in the Proceed-
ings of the Fifth National Conservation Congress, discusses the development of
secondary forestry education in the United Slates and ontlipes curricula. for
various grades of schools mid colleges that °fret; courses Itt forestry subjects
below the grade of full technical training.

Since 1913 there.have been.no conferences on forestry education and no ex-
oqated journal articles dealing with, this innxrtantombject. Each school has
been left to work out, extend, and reshape its currietatim without reference to,-

flitter schools, at least without mutual discussion and helpfulness. As a con-
sequence forestry training in this country in the various grades has tended t-
diverge mare or less from the standard of .30 years ago. To considerable ex-
tent local needs have emphasized extended training in certain subjects to the
eliminntion or almost total suppression of, others egsential in a well-rounded .
course. In not a few InAtanees the stress for time has continued to "restrict
'the attention that should be given to preforestry subjects, and forediks con-
tinue to leave our schools with insufficient *background in general educatiOhal
subjects.
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For some time tile speaker has nvobrulzed the need for a second national
conferencji on forestry eittleation and In the early summer of 1020 he a as urged
by *many foresters engaged In educational work to call .such a conference to
convene at New Haven, Conn., on December I; and IS, ltr-'0. In order to (atilt.
tate the work of the wuference and make it productive of 4be most goikl, a
number of committees were appointed some months ago to prepare rtports on
the inure ipintant phases of forestry edueatinn in this country. %Ve are Irre
today to hear these reports unit after full discus-kw to take mien ticthsi as is
deemed desirable.

r.



REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ME UNDERGRADUATE
COURSE LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE IN FORESTRY.,

It I., :in axiom that no surerstrueture can long 'endure unless it rests on a
tiros foundation. WhateviT opinion one may bold as to the -length of time
needed to train a man for the, prrtiee 04 essforeatry.as a prOfdon, we tire all
agreed that he should be well grounded in the fundamentals: The purpose of
this report is to set forth %Allot in the judgmerit of this committee constitutes
the groundwork of a technic-id adoration in forestry, whether or not It is to
he fellyaed later by a more specialized study.

'This report is based on tl assumption that the normal undergraduate course
pr,,fesMnal forestry will cover a period of rout. years. This the committee

helies should hold as the absolute yaitimm. For easy comparison with
eseaTng curricula these years rue)' be di% bled into eight terms tit 15 or 10
loeeks of tactual instruction each, exclusive of vacations and term examination
periods. The four-year period thus include three summers of aproxi-
mately three months each.

It is further Resumed that upon the successful completion of course work
aggregating 130 credit hours, more or less, in nevordadce with the regulations
of em-b forest school, there shall he conferred on the candidate a bachelor's
degree. The committee has not considered whether that degree shoulditc
.1041 Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Silence in Forestry, in that this is
a matter that for the most part is regulated by the faculty, or other legislation
1...wriiitig individual institutions,

The' committee was assigned the duly of outlining an undergraduate course.
The question of whether such a course will givq, a Mall adequate and full prep0
ration for fhb practice of the profession is the province of other committees
of this conference. On this point the committee. as a body, expnti:eg no opin-
ion, although its members, as individuals, have very definite Ideas thereon,
ranging from the viewpoint of Prof. Bruce that four years ,is enough. to. the

°opposite extreme, would favor. six or even seven years cf college work
as being none too much' to permit the prospective forester to get .nil -that he
really ought to have. In this report, however, the committee deems its func-
tion to be to set forth 'how a student who desires to tit -himself for profes-
siona4. work In forestry, and who has only lour years to devote to college train-
ing, can use that time to the best advantage.

Before proceeding to the consideration of the curriculum which it presents
for flisnission, there are a few general points on which the committee desires
to go on record.

Taken by and large, the committee is Ill substantial agreement, except perhaps
as regards a foreign language, with thg statewnt of "Requirements for a De-
gree in Forestry," announced by the committee that In 1012 reported on "Stand-
annzatien of Instruction in Forestry. wiser forth, bn pages 344 to 347 of the
.Porestry Quarterly, Vol. X, No. 13, September, 1912 (pp. 4-4 of the separate of
that roort). But, on the basis of the experience of the past decade, the corn-

%
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8 EDUCATION IN FORESTRY. 4

II
mittve belieTes that the emphasis should be placed toitiay somewhat differently
from what it was in 1912. One member of the committee says of the 1914
program: "It treated forestry as a science rather than as a rofession." The
leaning then was toward botany anal silviculture: the present trend is more
toward utilization, management, and a wider knowledge of economics, although
it is recognized that silviculture will always he. the backbone of management.

Approaching the subject more in detail, the committee submits its judginent
on several speCific points, as follows:

1. Entrance requirements. While animating the desirability-, for several
reasons. of pushing back into the preparatory schools certain subjects. ese-
cially solid geometry, algebra, and trigonometry, and perhaps Physics as well,
the feeling of the committee Is- that in general the forest schools nod' best
not set up fequirements for admission different from those I if other depart-
ments of the universities of Mitch they form a part. It is assumed, however.
that entrance requirements shall be of high mile and that they shall cover
such Subjects as, for example, are now administered by the college entrance
board. But there is no objection nt all to including in the announcement 0"
any -school a strong recommendation to prospeetive forestry students that they
come prepared to pass off certain subjects at entrance.

There Is .some difference of opinion in the committee on this point, hat Ow
fact remains that if a student has to take while in college elementary sula
jests that he might have got equally well in high sellout, time will la used
up that might otherwise have been devoted to courses that can only he given be
advantage in college. Most forest schools area trying to give in four years
work that could advantageously be expanded into five. The fewer elementary
subjects there are included, the more room there is fur technical forestftry
subjects, or for such closely allied topics as economics.

As= to language requirements, thenajority 01)11110D of the committee seems
to he that French or German shoult -1.fferecl for entrance and not form a
part of the college course. There is urgent need for a stronger course in
English than is given in many colleges. .For the forester, training in composi-
tion is more important than an acqtantance with English literature, desirable
as that unquestioaahly is. The ability to speak and write vigorous, virile
English i a great asset to atc ny man., Courses that give him training in
s,zpimsition mal argument. through the preparation of themes and reports.
.8(4.113 to be what is needed. If it is impracticable to institute such courses.
the forest school faculties should demo mai of their students that the written.
Work in forestry courses conform to certain standards, even if to do so ent0s
some drudgery on the part of thp instructor in the correction of pitfrrs.
Somehow forest-school men Must be made to learn to use English with -force
and recision.-

.

2. Szt.ving. time through the regulation of entrance requirements naturally
leads to the question of how far certain advanced subjects, like management
and administration- that in 501111. schools are now taught only to graduate
students, should be incorporated, if at all in an undergraduate course. The
committee feels that place should he made for them, leaving the fifth year
for those who can go on to the master's degreef to be devoted primarily to
specialization. But here again the weathers of time Committee differ-to some
extent. o

3. Based on the principle that it is time duty of the forest-schools so to.
train their students that, following a period of apprenticeship after gradua-
tion, they will be equipped to handle large problems, including the framing of
forest policies, the committee is in .favor of Introducing in the later years of
the undergraduate course such subjects in the field of economics as bush*.

. .



EDUCATION IN FORESTRY. 9

law, accounting and cost accounting, inddstrial organization, and the like.
certain of these require as a prerequisite the 'general course' in economies
now required in most college curricula, as it certainly should be in all forest
schools. While it is true that a kdowledge of these subjects can he acquired
through rea.diog, the commiktee feels that enough work in them should be donb
:it college to establish an interest that will result in subsequent study. Porest-
eN have been prone to forget that forestry and economies go hand in glove.

4, The opinion of a majority of the vomit:Nee appears to be that a more
or leAs fixed curriculum is best fun an undergraduate course. But nevertheless
it should he so administered that in the junior, and particularly in the senior
year, there may be opportunity for specialization, at least through election
from a list of specified courses. The difficulty with too early specialization
k that the student is liable to make H II unwise choice anti then, upon
discovering his error. to be unable to readjust himself- Without. considerable
hiss of time, and. perhaps of interest as Well. One member of the committee,
Mr. Bruce, holds. however, that spc:cialization should begin early. even before
catranee to college. To dais, cud he advocates the announcement Of parallel
rurricula in general forestry and in utilization, with considerable flexibility
in each, when ap roved by a faculty adviser. ".

Several forest schools publish, or at least bring to the attention of the for
vary students. a list of courses recommended forelect ion. The committee
k agreed that the success of such an elective system depends to a considerable
extent on how closely the student is directed by a faculty adviser trho really
qdrisr. The experiment of nreStrieted election at lIarvard, under President'
Eliot, has led the pendulum to swing back in many colleges, and particularly
in the technical schools, to a closer adherence to as fixed curriculum, at least
by amierelassmen.

5. The clunntittee is unanimous. that' professional forestry students should
he require' l 6> engage in forestry work during the summer vacation period,
hat opinions vary as to how much and just what shOuld be demanded. The
opinion of a majority of the committee seems to he in favor of one sumther
spent with :1 forestry patty or in a position in a forest industry, plus another.

'summer spent, in whole or in part, in a forestry camp under faculty guidance.
Formal instruction need not necessarily he a part of such a Camp. but the work
its the, field roust lie -under strict direction. It should simplify the instruction
,given by lectures.. laboratory exercises. and local field flips in the inter
terms. in the essential branches of forestry.

If the forestry camp continues throughout the S11111111Pr, field work in topo-
graphic mapping may 'be included. If the forestry camp is only of a few
weeks' duration, attendance at a, civil engineering camp may well also be
required. Forestry students should be recommended to do addithina1 work'
in the fore0t, in other summers, beyond the minimum requirements. Prof.
Briscoe, however, holds that forestry students "get more practical work and
more real experience in the woods than In a school camp, and that many stu-
dents need this time for earning money enough to complete their college work
daring the remainder of the year."

6. The committee unanimously .recommends. that the forestry students at
all forest Schools heartily be encourtiged to organize and maintain a' vigdrous
forestry. club. The activities of suchinn organization are a useful adjunct to
the classroom and laboratory.- The club -campfire constantly rekindles the
torch of professional esprit de corn, that the faculty of every forest SC11001
Is .endeavoring to have handed on from class to class. A live forestry ,club
le aladent factor in the success of any forest school.

. .



10 EDUCATION IN FORESTRY,

.1tECOMMENDATIONS.

Specifically as to a four-year undergraduate curriculum the committee desires-
to emphasize:

1. That the first two years should, be devoted primarily to fundamental
subjects Hite English, chemistry, botany, geology, mathematics, and mechanical
drawing and civil engineering.

2. That the technical foreStry courses should conic mainly in_the junior and
settler years..

3. That more courses in the field Af economics should be included than is
usual to-dell in the curricula of most of -the forest schools.

4. That while some specialization may be permitted, if indeed not encouraged,
In the junior and senior years, deviation ,from the regular curriculum should
be made only with the approval of a member of the faculty, and in any event
that the courses should be selected from a recommended list. If a student
desires a wider range df election, he should frankly be told that he mast
extend his. period of residence at the university.

. In most of the land grant colleges military ,training is required of all men
during the freshman and sophomore years. In certain universities, additional
work Is required as well in physical training and in hygiene, outside of the
regular curriculum. The, committee has not made provision for such maitre-
meats in its recommendations, although, of course, work of this sort demands
of the students a varying number of actual hours per week.

The-diflictilty of attempting through correspoplenee, and in the very limited
time permitted, to work out a really satisfactory .curriculu must he ap-
parent to everyone. The committee frankly admits that the curriculum pre.
nen ted is only h suggestion. which should .be followed up by careful and ex-
tended study. It hopes that this conference will authorize suri a project.

It is, of course, not expected that the curriculum proposed by this or any
other similar committee will be rdopted by all forest schools offering an nether..
graduate course. ,,Nor is it desirable that all schools should follow a uniform
curriculum. Some schools CUR emphasize certain, subjects better than can
others. Perhaps the best results will follow if each school develops those fea-
tures for which, owing to location or other factors, it is peculiarly adapted.
Prof. Bruce ticcepts the curriculum proposed by this.coannittee as a "general
forestry" program, but he feels " that a man graduating therefrom is.not to
be considered as being adequately trained for forestry work on the utilization

lot side." He thinks " we need a parallel course in forest utilization or forest
engineering,' based more on: physics, Mathematics, and mechanics, and less on
the biological sciences." Prof. Bruce considers the recommendatimi " of such
a curriculum to be within the scope of this committee, i. e.. an undergraduate
course leading to-the degree B. S. (in forestry)." As indicating a different
point of view Prof. Briscoe objects that some of the suggested 'courses in
ceonoinics should give place to a larger number of hours in dendrology.

The important point to emphasize at this time Is that it is very advisable that
certain Standard rerittirements for graduation be indorsed by all the repre
sentative forest .Schools of this couWry and Canada. If the leading schools
can, after discussion, come to substantial agreeme4 on fundamentals. this
conference will have Served its purpose, as did that of 1912.

1.
SUGGESTED CURRICULUM.

The committee submits as follows a four-year undergraduate zurriculum in
general forestry that meets with the approval of its several members.
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The curriculum recommended by the committee is in three parts: (1) The
subject's to which at least four, members of the committee haye agreed. These
are set forth in schedule form. (2) Supplementary subjects which some mem-
bers of the committee feel should he included somewhere in the forestry course,
if not indeed in stated years. These are listed as fecommended electives.
.13) .1 longer list of subjects from which, depending on the desires of the indi,
vidual student, selection could he made, under faculty supervision, in choosing
electives. This list is called suggested electives.-

Had the committee been able to meet in person and discuss this matter, the
arst list might have been more extended; also. further subjects might have
been mentioned as suitable for election.

The recoimnended curriculum is as followt:

SITGOBSTED CURRD LUNt

For a Four-Year Undergraduate-Course in Professional Forestry Leading to
the Bachelor's Degrfe.

FRESHMAN YEAR.
First 7'crai.

Credit
hours.

Recgotd Term.
Credit
hours.

English (composition) ______ ___ English (composition) 3
Chemistry 3 Chemistry 3
Botany Botany 3
Geology Mechanical drawing a
Trigonometry, 3 Biology or 'zoology 3

Field of forestry 2
15 IT

sorfloatoRr. YEAR.
civil engineering a Civil engineering. a
Physieil 5 I Soils 4

.Dendrology Wood technology 8
Plant physiology _ 4 Organic chemistry A
Economics ( general) 8 Economics (general) 3

English ( composition i 2

18

avtotacr follow-ivy soyhqmore year.

18

Three months' period of practical experience with a forestry party or in a
forest industry. Required.

JUNIOR
Forest mensuration 3
Forest regions ( timber trees, pity. iogra- fphy 3
Forest entomology 3
linsines, taw
Account I lig _ 3
Eicet is es 4

18

YEAR.

Forest engineering.
Silvics ( forest ocche.:yi
Forest pathology
Fire protection_
Timber treatment ts,.asouing and

erva don
Elect Ives

1,1,s,

3
3
.3

2

2
5

18 .

Summer follow ny junior !war.
Forestry camp. Practice in forestry work under faculty supervision, 4-8

Weeks. With this May he ronthined- 11PM practice in topographic mapping, o
the forestry camp may. he preceded by a civil engineering camp of from 4 to
weeks' duration.

'When not offered and passed at e* trance.
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12

Silviculture

EDUCATION IN

SENIGn

FORESTRY,

YEAR.

Seeding and planting - 3(loggink. etc,
Forest history and fort t

tional and State)___.
policy (Na-

3 Management
finance)

Electives

(including organizatinn and'
4

Mapping i data from Ivil engineer
camp) 2

Electives

ii

ELECTIVES.

Re,:ota oleo& 4.

Credit
110111.5.

Solid geometry (if not offered at en
trance.).

Meteorology (for those offering trigo-
nometry at entrance) 3

Microscopic wood technology (Inborn
tortes with !,,/ few lectures).______ 2

Public speaking
Thf. forest industries:

Lumlier. _ _
Pulp and paper

Economies:
Cost accounting
Industrial organization- .

Labor problems

Suflge.qf ed .

Agronomy

Credit
hours.

Industrial hygiene_
Analytic geometry 3 Lithology_
Animal husbandry (general princi- Nlinerslwy

ples) 3 Pilot pathology (general) - _
Commercial geography - - - - - - - - - - l'sychology
E c o n o m i e s (public and coporate Shopwork (wood)

finalleP. budgets, etc.) _ 3 Shopwork (iron)
Entomology (general) - 3 Zoology (systematic mammals)
Foiest la% (Kinney's texts), .______

<°. Subjects bruit fought in given region*.

Logging engineering.
Grazing.

The above report is submitted for

Credit
hour*.

2

3

t'redit
hour

the CODsitierfitiOn of the conference.
It. S. HOS/Jilt, Chairman.
.1. M. BRISCOE.

DONALD BRUCE.
A. ti. CHITTENDEN.
It. R. FRNSKA. ,
J. S. I101.1tEs.

committee on Undergraduate Course.

DISCUSSION.

Following the Report of the Connnittt.e on a Four-Year Undergraduate Course

In answer to a question from Prof. Belyea, of Syracuse. as to. the reason of
the Incorporation of inorganic chemistry in the sophomore year, Prof. Hosmerstated that this was a required subject in most colleges, and, further, that It
was a prerequisite for organic chemistry. The chairman called for a show ofhands as to whether organic chemistry should be included in a four-year under-graduate emirs. in forestry ; 17 ayes, 10 Wes.
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on the question of whether the preparation which the average student re-
ceives in the preparatory school in elementary mathematics, including solid
geometry and trigontonetry, and in physics, is sufficient, or whether college
courses in these subjects should be required, it show of hands showed 7 in
favor of it college requirement ; 15 that passing off these subjectS by entrance
examinations was Sufficient.

On a vote on Ake question of whether *forest schools should set up a separate
et of conditions overning entrance. or should accept students who had passed
the equivalent of the requirements of the college entrance board, there was
unanimous expression of opinion that the tattler practice should in general be
followed. .

The question being raised whether a forest school should demand more credit
liars for graduation than is demanded in other schools conferring a bachelor's
degree. it seemed- to be the opiaion of the conference that, because a forest
school is essentially on a professional basis, it eoulti demand that courses
aggregating a larger hinnher of credit hours should be included in this cur-
riculum. This is following the procedure already In force in a number of the
4 I dirges of engineering in this country.

Mr. Herbert A. -Smith, of the Forest' Servire, emphasived the necessity of
sufficient work in EnglA so that the students should acquire the ability to
express themselves with clearness and accuracy. Ile felt that too early speciali-
zation was undesirable and that the early part of the course should he devoted
to laying proper foundations In which the study of English should have no
small part.

in closing the discussion on this report, the chairman Made' it evident that.
to the committee had been assigned a task of working out on paper what It
thought the best course in forestrfor a man who could only spend four years
in college. The report of trite eodruilttee. should be ruin in that, light, rather
than as constituting a fully rounded but curriculum for forestry instruction.
The committee was assigned a definite task. The question of what work should
he taken by students who desire fully to,prepare themselves for the. profession
falls in the scope of another committee.,

1.

ti
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE POSITION THAT
FORESTRY COURSES SHOULD TAKE AS CULTURAL
AND EDUCATIONAL DISCIPLINE.

Presented to the Conference by I r. P. P. CI.AxyoN.

Statistics show that only about 2 per emit of our students of school. age
carry their education to the point of a college degree. Since most of the eliu-
ration in forestry to-day is confined to technical schools of-college grade, agri-
cultural alleges. and the like, it is obvious that, if the great MISS of people
are to know anything about forestry and its relation to human welfare, some
courses of study in the subject must be introduced into the graded salools.
Forest geography might be tang Asin the elementary schools, and if the Forest
Service would prepare a leafietAi this subject, most State superintendents
could be induced to include the work in their schools. In the schools of
higher grade. forests in their relation to human welfare and the industries
could be studied, so. that in time there would be formed in the minds of the
people an a0preciation of the problem and a sympathetic interest in it. Diu-
ation of the publiesin the field of forestry is the only way in which any
onstructive legislation can be aecomplished.i ,

The needs of the situation in the schools can be niet if material already in
existence is organized and assembled in such a way that it can he utilized by
teachers; this should he ,:upplementoil by a series of questions and sugges-
tions,so that teachers will he able to direet the attention of pupils in the right
ways. A closer coordination between schools tett;.hing forestry sub eets wimld
also he of great assistance.

DISCUSSION.

In the absence of Dr. C. N. Jarvis, of the Bureau of Education, the fore-
going informal statement was math by Dr. P. 1'. Claxton, United States Com-
missioner of Edueation. Commenting upon this statement Dr. Claxton said
that it Is the business of the'Commissioner of Education to look forward into

the future and see what kinds of education will he needed. The duty of
schools is to train the citizens of the future. In time there will be need for
a large number of scientifically trained foresters. There is, therefore. a place
for education in forestry. From having so many ramifications in the field of
economies, it is essentiarfor the wellbeing of any country to have men trained
not only for the technical -practice of the professhin, but also able to handlif
large questions of policy.

There is also need that the public should haveMT some general Information
about what forestry is and what it seeks to accomplish. It is not neeessary
that the great mass of people should know forestry technically, but they should
know enough about forestry and its relation to public welfare so that they
can understand and have feeling and syMpathy Mr it. It is. therefore, desir--
able that forestry he introduced 5sra subject of study in the elementary schools.

Dr. Claxton further suggested In connection with the technical aspect of
forestry educatiOn, that in his judgment it would he a good thing were the
committees of thin conference continued, to..give further study to this whole.
subject. A useful precedent has been set in this way by the committees .0P
pointed at a conference of. 'highway and transportation engineers held In May,

.
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1920. These committees have been making analyses of the different things

I$- there 111,eneed for similar consideration of the problem of education in
neces.sary e dime and the several kinds of preparation requisite therefor.

forestry? -- -

In answer to a question as to what can be done at once to introduce forestry
into the schools, Dr. Claxtonrsuggested that lesson leaflets should be prepared
and that a good place to begin was with the study of fotest geography. If
the Federal Government would get out such a leaflet he thought that he
could induce most of the superintendents of State education to require Its use.

- Mr. S. T. Dann, of the Forest Service, suggested that in this connection it
!night be desirable to call a conference of superintendents of schools on for-
estry as a cultural and educational subtet, In which might also be included the
presidents of universities and the deans of colleges. Dr. Claxton said that he
would be glad to consider this if the conference should ask for it.

The discussion closed with the suggestion that the committee might well, hi
Its study of this question, recomnrend some-form of cooperation between the
Bureau of Education and the Forest Service that would lead to the prepare--
tion of a manual on forestry for use in the public schools.

70734 ° -21 ----2



REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE COURSE LEADING
TO THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FORESTRY.

THE FUNCTION OF A FIVE -YEAR COURSE IN FORESTRY.

Modern civilization rests upon the principle of cooperative effort in providing
on a large scale and in advance of actual need the materials required for main-
taining our standards of living. The three foundation-stones are capital. coop-
eration, and Christian ethics. Forestry as a national policy embodies the
highest development of the ideals of this civilization. The function of capital
is to make possible the existence of individuals during the period required to
organize an industry and produce the goods. Its destruction means starvation
and savagery. Forestty requires by far the greatest periOd of time for produc-
tion of any material, aryl is thus most closely dependent upon the ability to
await returns, and upon the foresight and lielf-denial in the iesent, which this
effort calls for. Cooperation means the development of specialists andjechni-
clans on the one hand, and on the other the harmonious working of this cow-
plicated organization for the common good, as opposed to class warfare. In for-
estry our progress will be measured to a far greater extent than in any other
line by public activity, whether through direct ownership or cooperation with
private effort. I need n'ot emphaSite the third factorethicswhich alone pro-
tects property rights and makes any form of cooperative effort possible. .

The material energies of organized society may be summed up tis the or-
ganizing and conduct of enterprises which supply the consumer with what be
needs when heeds it.. The success of this effort is gauged by the abundance
and cheapness of the goods supplied and the relative advance in average stand:
ards of 'comfort This involves a threefold process fundamental to the con-
sideration of forestry education: First, a study of the needs of wood consumers;
second, the technique of wood production, harvesting, and utilization; and
third, the business factors of adjusting the supply or production to the demand.
It is possible to separate practically all forestry subjects into these three
grottps, except those applied sciences which are synthetic in character and
whose function is to teach the principles of harmonizing the three elements into
practical directions for operations.

The first group may be termed " economics." This deals with the demand,
or the reaction of the forest on man. Its basis is the-means of expression,
language. Its fundamental sciences are history and economic relations, based
on statistics. Its forest sciences are forest history and forest economies; while
it finds its practical application in policies crystallized and expressed by

, laws.
The second group may lie ternyi ".technique" and deals with the physical

,environment altogether. Its basis lies in the sciences of physieti and chemistry.
Its fundamental sciences are geology, botany, zoology, mechanics. Its forest
sciences are forest physiography, and soils, dendrology, and forest pathology,
forest ecology or silvics, forest entomology and zoology, and wood technology.
Its applied sciences are silviculture, forest engineering, forest utilization or

16
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lumbering, uses and preservation of woods and wood-using industries, and
forest protection in its technical aspects, including applied entomology, pa-
thology, and engineering;

The third group, or business, is the one about which most confusion exists,
and which is commonly divided betweemeach of the others, some subjects being
ihrown with economies or demand, others with technique or supply. What
constitutes the distinguis:iing character of this group? The function of a
business being to supply dennmi, it is not limited to the technique of produc-
tion. The business factors, distinct from these technical methods, deal with
the.three factors of gliantiges, location, and order or sequence- --that la. the
time factor. The basis of thfilligroup is mathematics and mechanical drawing.
But when we come to the sciences, two sections appear, the one bearing upon
economics, the others upon technique or the physical world. The fundamental
science in this group belonging to the economic wing is accounting. That
belonging to the physical wing Is surveying. The one deals with man, the other
altogether with the earth.

With surveying we encounter tl.e classification termed engineering. This
subject is commonly and correctly classed, under the term civil engineering,
with dynamic engineering, for which It paves the way. But surveying and
mapping, though forming this connecting link, belong absolutely in the business
Croup, since they effect no dynamic change in the physical environment, but
Merely locate and measure areas, one of the three primary functions of
business.

In the forest sciences the same two wings are in evidence. On the economics
side is forest finance, which deals mathematically, through accounting methods,
ith the purely economic factors of forestry; hence is frequently confused

economics, with which it is the connecting link. On the physical side is
lorelt mensuration, which deals mathematically with the living forces of
-nature, which it attempts to measure and interpret, thus forming the con-
necting link with ecology and silviculture. The greatest error in teaching either
of these subjects is in viewing them from their purely-mathematical aspect

:and striving to attain mathematical precision in results, when neither human
nature nor plant life conforms to mathematical laws. Forest surveying and
mensuration are combined under the term forest survey.

The applied science in this group is forest management, which includes
organization and regulation of forests. This Is a synthetic subject resting
directly upon the three groups, based upon forest policy the one hand and
silviculture on the other, but based equally on the mathematical or business
factors of finance and forest survey. It belongs in the business group because
it is distinguished from each of the other groups by dealing, characteristically,
with the purely .business factors of quantity, location, and time. and with the
organization and business or office methods by which to insure order and
Isequence of operations. Forest protection is a phase of forest management.
Fire protection depends as much on economics, or public educatioi tied laws,

sand on business, or an efficient personnel well organized, as upam methods
of fire prevention and fighting. This synthesis makes the subject difficult to

vrlassify. Lumbering when it treats of the lumber industry has the same three-
fold basis and can not be segregated as,an engineering or technical subject,
though the study of logging.- methods belongs there.

By temperament and training men tend to class themselves in one of three
groups coordinated with this threefold division of foyestry. To the economic
croup belong Some of the great pioneers of foreStry like Dr: .1. T. Rothrock, of
Pemisylvania, and many men prominent in the forestry movement whose work
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has consisted in establishing the foundations of forestry in public policy, ales
not necessarily possessed of a technical forestry training. To the technieti
group belong the research specialists who are layit t the foundations of forestr7
In the woods. These awn as specialists are indispensable, but can we depend
upon them alone to est:1E014h the practice'of- forestry? Until the whew of the.
&nine() forester. forest agitation got nowhere except as a land policy. which is
pure eeonoMies. On the other hand, the purely technical side of a fore,der's
training wilds to make him contemptious_of the im.ononlic side, and to ceord
popular education as hot air because it does not teach him iinythios: neN%, and
speech slinking as no ordeal to lie shunned. These ultratechikal foresters
remind one off the text. and like a lamb, dumb before his shearers, so ensued
he n6taids mouth." They are absolutelygdependent for their livelihood as
foresters upim the efforts oft the economic group, or upon conditions created by
these efforts, or else are foreed- to seek other employment ;?, yet because of the
defective specialization in their education. these foresters are nimble and un-
willing in inuoy CAWS to support this group. Of the two. the ecOnomist is bound
to have the broader outlook, but he is often impractical. The fundamental
detect of a too narrow specialist is intolerance and lack of comprehension of
either one oc both of the three phases or aspects of enterprise, which leads him
to belittle insteadof encouraging those engaged in these other rOlets, thus per
ating not to build up the enterprise but to unscrew the bolts which hold it
together. .

Specialization without vision is not the result of education but of the lack
of it. The laborer is a technician, usually excelling in some line, even it it is
hod carrying, and with all the benighted insolence-of superiority which 'his
excellence gives when not accompanied by a comprehension of the functions
of those who are not technicians. TO utter diSregard of practical affairs
shown by the dreamer of utopian theories or narrow economist, when Joined
with this technical bigotry, is capable of consuming the world. The mathe-
matical or business specialist, typified by the clerk, has no soul above figure&
An the old Yale song has it, " now, which of these three persons would you
moat prefer to be?" The answer is, 'f The man behind," which, being interpreted.
means the !Older or organizer, the one who welds together these three elements
which were never intended to be discordant or warring; the practical man who
possesses not one but all three traits harmoniously developed ; who is a thorough
technician, understanding the art of successful forestry ; who is a sound econo-
mist, understanding human nature and the relations of the industry to demand:
but who above all is a practical business man, an administrator, who can succesti-
fully direct large undertakings and primitive, in fact, the perfect cooperation
required of forestry aloof any other business.

Such men are possessed of the qualities of leadership, and they will become
leaders as certainly as.oll rise* to the surface of water. It is not an accident
that a very careful survey some three years ago of all the graduates of. the
Yale school of forestry showed that over 70 per cent had, in their career subse-
quent to graduation, demonstrated tifitiability for leadership.

Rut what is the role of a forest education in producing, this typo of person?
Is he born that way? Can you make leaders by mere school training? There
is not one of these three elements that is not better learned outside of college
than in it. Economics means the study of human nature, not from books but
at first hand, in the woods and factory, in public life. Technique means doing
things, and the best way to learn how is to do them or be very clofie to them.
Hence the scorn of the sophisticated laborer for the greenhorn with the edt
Cation. And where els; can a man learn the rules of business than in the
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sine itself? Haven't we a host of hard-headed, self-made men to einphasise
this -truth? Yes, we can all learn one, perhaps two, of these faculties In
the seltiiol of experience, but it takes three legs to hold up a stool. One man
In tot) may a4taln the power of coordination by his own efforts in the practical
rin.el of experience. Thinkers are not confined to the college heed. But more
Am such men have failed to attain the symmetry requt041 of leaders. When
th3 are given these repponsibilities, that happens? They throw a monkey
sleuth into the machinery either by their failure to appreciate the vita:. vela:
don of research to the health of the enterprise, 9r by lack of vision in dealing
with personnel, or else they, can not swing the administrative problems con-
fronting them. The United States Forest Service has developed a few striking
instate:es of this one-sided inefficiency. Its effects upon as organization are

'always serious and blighting.- By contrast, the remarkable success of the
Forest Service, far exceeding that of any administrative branch of the Gov-
errment,in the ,same period of time, is due direcfry to the predominance of the
sea-balanced type of leader, who can build constructively and inspire his
subordinates. .

In general this effect springs directly from the cause of the general training
in forestry received by so many of these awn employed by the Forest Service.
Wellreunded college training is not a substitute for practical experience, but
it is almost certain to give to the student the maximum chance of coordinating
the three phases of- his education and thus making out of him a leader as
well us u specialist. Just as the origin of man from the lower animals came
through coordinated development of all the senses leading to the Pd'wer of
thought. KO narrow technical specialization must be accompanied by symmetri-
4:81 de%eiopment of practk'al business sense and full human sympathy, if the
human race, or the profession of forestry, is to progress.

- hoes the four-year course in forestry supply this baInneed training, or Can
it elo s',:( This is not a question of technical training. It is not disputed
valley that _technicians in logging, wood technology, silviculture, or other spe-
vild lines Valk be given adequate preparation in four years, or that we need a
much larger number of men in the ranks of forestry than in Nmniand. The
111111A11111 is, rather, What will the fifth year do' for the forester who takes it?

F. 11. \'etvell says:

The human viewpoint is the most impiathitt part of education. Ligic and
reason are not the controllinE factors. nuotious, sentiment, .and ideals are
more powerful.

hi the report of President Hadley, of Yale University, for 1020, Is the state-
ment: r

Especially is it necessary that men tralaed along lines of applied science
should 'have a training not too narrow in extent or too highly specialized in
character.

It. D. Forbes, in an article in the Journal of Forestry In April, 19'40, on
education says: ti

What forestry needs is not specialization, but geperalization. Forestry more
Perhaps than most professions needs men of broad training rather than special-
ist& In the present state of development of forestryin America we need ad-
ministrators (business Men) and propagandists.

Prof. It. C. Bryant says:
It is one of the weak points in our profession that we have not developed

forestry-economists who can speak authoritatively on the many vital problems
affecting forests and forestry. We have neglected the broader economic phases
et they subject. r .



A course covering four year and comprising the fundamental sciences, en-
gineering and forestry courses with a minimum of hours in English and cos
!winks, forms too narrow a training for the development of a prfessiosil
forester. There is need of more economies, English, history, business (salmis.
law, and the like: Youth and undergraduate activities, desihtble as they bets
nee, prevent as searching work as is found ponible in a tifth year of graduate
work. which, properly correlated with the former, should produce men oho will
raise the standards of foMtt practice and not be mere practicera of forestry -

There must be schools that can give adequate training to maintain the highest
standards and to make sure of the best development in forestry in the Uuitrrl
States. We must not have in mind the training of foresters solely . UMW
present day needs but'give the breadth of training that will meet future OWditions.

P. T. Coolidge writei:
We can not ilerive the best benefits from our wiftt Innds as State or Federal

administrators or as private foresters except from a Point of view which in
dudes a much wider knowledge than that ,comprised under the teaching of
forestry as an art.

He cites the need for economics, history, English, and a modern language--
in his cane, French.

Our education in forestry during the last 20 years has proven weaken in the
approaches to mechanical engineering. Whatever essentials of engi-
neering can be included in a forestry ,course will prove of greatest value.

A subject that for many years had received insufficient attention is
accounting. The instructan at Harvard, combining lumbering and
business adminiatration, has enabled graduates to do very distinctive work.

silvicullural twist In pur education- has unduly emphasised consideration of
the trees to the detriment of consideration of the forest.

Dr. Iteth says: ," I believe in a live-year course for the real student who aims
at work that is either big or deep," and the Michigan five -year course is planets,
to enable the student to introduce languages, economics, and other cultural sub-
jects.

considering what should constitute a well-balanced five -year course of
training for a professional forester, and in comparing the courses now ghee
both in four years and five years a common standard of credits is required.
Practice differs somewhat between colleges. The standard which has been
wielded in this discussion is, for lecture courses, 1 hour for a term of one-half
year, eon:4/41111g of 10 weeks of eletasroom work, exclusive of examinations and
vncations. For laboratory work practice 'aries between 2 and 2; hours as the
equivalent of 1 hour of classroom, sometim vine within the same college

department according to the course. Fo field ork. practice varies from
21 hours to 3 hours as the equivalent of 1 hour of laonrooi work. At the
University of Minnesota one credit hour is equivalent one lecture or milt-
lion Iteriod requiring 2 hours of preparation, 2 hours of I boratory work-requir.
Ing 1 hour of preparation, or 3 hours of laboratory work with no Preparation.
each week for one quarter. Three quarters give 32 Wee o 'ork exelu-
live of examinations. In the four-year course 210 credit hours are required
for graduation, which reduced to the minimum basis by the factor twothinis
gives 140 credit hours, or 35 per term, Inclusive of the summer field work at
Itasca. Park, the omission of which, lowers the term average to approximately
32 credits. .

.

At the University of California, 130 units of study are requires for a four-
. year *course, which includes 8 units of hummer field work, or 124 for the regular

terms, an average of 82 per year.
Tie Yale course has been Computed by using 2 hours as the equivalent far

labOratory work, and 3 spars tor field work. As there are 66 hours of labork
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Prot. 8. N. Spring gh4s as his contribution to this report:
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tory work, the use of 24 hours as the equivalent would reduce the total credits
by about 6 units, giving approximately 200 units. The variation between ea,- .
Ines as to length of term and equivalents used is apparently not sufficient to
require the use of reduction factors to obtain a common standard or weight.

The next factor.is the size of the load 'ger term or year. See Table 1.
2 %la

TAI *UC I.G*0006g of subjects in 4 and S y-or retIrRrit.
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, la all cameo ei rept at Yale and 5-year proposed about 9 credits are omitted for military drill, hygteme
and r.h) ,lcal training

uppiemented by Artie Or oottiaed In published outline of Mums ,
loi more
.netts for summer Add wort not Included would add 10 to IS credits.

Here there is considerable variation between colleges. Yale evidently r-
quires a standard of about 20 hours or units per -term, while Pennsylvania
State even exceeds this. In each case the course permits of practically no
electives; so these represent the maximum requirements and greatest. rigidity.
The standard set by Cornell, California, nod Michigan in 16 to 18 bourn per
term,. or ft- total of about 130 hours for four years. To this In each instance
can be added the summer work or term, whether this be one or two seasons.
These add. from 10 to 20 hours. The additional year brings the total available,
units to 2410 in ease of Vale and 175 at California_ Cornell, by crediting mut-
Icrio in individual field work with a reasonable memtwr of hours (15), has a
total of 159 credits. l'ennsylvanla State by crowding the loud shows 170 credits
for four years. To all but Yale 9 credits are added for military drill, by.
Celle, and personal health. Yule presumably devotes au equivalent time in
extracurricultnii activities along similar fines:

The effect of an overload Is to deprive the student of thin, which shoUld he
devoted to ,reading and .reference work, oroughness of preparation, and initi-
ative or original thinking, but which may\of-Attrse in.undergraduate-work he
WHNIP41. Reerea HIM is required, at least by the undergraduate, and for the
itostgraduate, research, and Independent work require n light fixed schedule.
There is serious' danger, therefore, in endeavoring to crowd into four years
a course which should require five yearn fdr its completion, or it overloading
a rive -year mum with too great a specializathm-in any line, if its purpose be
not distinctly to specialize.

Assuming a standard of 180 credits for a five-year course, which is 20 lees
than given by Yale (26 on basis of two hours laboratory ,,for one hour claw),
how should such a course be balanced for a general professional training? No
course can be proposed which will be acceptable to all institutions, even for the
purpose Outlined, but a standard will serve to call attention to overweight
or deficiencies, as well fa to emphasise the advantages of five years of training.
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TABLE 2.Credits or units per year, 4 and .5 year courses.

Years.

Four years. %Live years.

Mini-
gan.

Call-
fornia.

Pe nn-

yenta.
Pro.

posed.
cali-

fornia.
Cot-
nen. Yale . Pro-

posed.
Cult

extras.'

Freshman. 231 229 :37 233 229 238 38 34 30Sophomore '32 '32 '40 '36 '30 '30 41 34 nJunior 32 34 42 38 30 37 41 34 35Senior 29 34 38 38 34 21 40 34 asPostgraduate.
34 213+ ta 34 35Summer fieldwork 8 8 14 10 9 47 10 -13

Total 132 135 171 151 188 1144 206f 180 180Extras. 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

1 Plus 4 hours of military drill, hygiene, etc.
'Plus 5 hours of military drill, hygiene, etc.

4..rlus 1 term of individual work, about 15 credits, and electives not listed in published outline of coursat.ornell also requires 3 months of practical experience and 1 month in forestry camp.

TABLE 3.Subgroups of subjects, 4 and 5 year cours.

Four years. Five years.

By group of subjects.
Michi-
gan.

Pnn-Cali- , Pro-
va'31. posed.

Cali-
fornia.

Cor
nee.

Electifes t ,

Economics: -
3J '10

Language 6 12 24 8 9 6Science and Inv 14 15 .21 19 18 15
Total 20 27 . 45 27 27 2 21

Business:
Mathematics and drawing S 14 a 6 6Science and arts 33 23 26 21 26 24

Total 41 37 32 27 46 aoTotal for 2 groups 61 64 77 254 73 25I
Technique:

Physics and chemistry 12 Is 13 14 27E ngineering 14 11 9 30
;92

Site 10 7 11 10 7 15Plants 32 17 39 28 17 31A nimals and insects 4 7 8 6 7 11Wood 4 3 10 5 3 6
Total

Research 771 66
2

92
2

70 91
2

84
6Seminary

Advanced work
4

1:12 135 171 3 124 166 159
Recapitulation

1 Or more.
doe 014.0131'0.
Credits for field work not fncluded.

.

Yale. Pro-
posed.

'24 IS
211 27

4.9

17
341

511
971

II
32

90

7
12
45j
15

15

15
10

1081 90' 1

1 ,

.=._.
2061 Is)

The division propbsedmis. shown in Table 2:
Economics

45, or 25 per cent.Business , 45, or 25 percent.Technique
90, or 50 per cent.The technical subjects are further divided into

Basic sciences ..
15-113f per cent.

. Engineering and practice 15-16 per cent.
, Seiences and scientific:practice ... 60-681. per cent.
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The sciences may be further divided into ,
Factor of site. 1O-ul per cent.
'Plants 35 -r per cent.
Woods_ 7-113 per cent.
Animals 8-131 per cent.

It is in the economic and business group that the greatest deficiencies are
ardine,rily found. The suggested division of the 45 credits in economics is as
follows:

TABLE 4.EconomicsSubjects arranged by groups, 4 and 5 year courses.

Group and subjects.

Four years. Five years.

Michi-
gah.

Cali-
fornia.

Penn:
syl-

yank'.
Pro-

posed.
Cali-

fornia.
Cor-
nell: Yale. Pro-

posed.

liens:
English 6 12 12 6 12 12
Modern language 12 12 6

Sciences:. - 4.4

History
Economics 9

12 11 12 6
6
3

6
9

Economic geography
Forest economics 7 2 2 6

4
3

History of forestry 1 2 1 1 11 1
Applied sciences:

Business law 2 3 3
Lumberisidustry 3 3 1

.Forest policy 3 2 2 31

t
Of these, English has been the most neglected, so much so that most foresters

are greatly handicapped by inability to express themselves, although at that
the percentage of efficiency in the use of language is higher than is found in the
engineering profession. A modern language should if possible be learned in
high school-7Spanish for practical use, French or German for research and
literature. The need for a better basis in economics, including the history of
the twentieth century, is going to increase constantly. One three-hour credit is
totally inadequate in economics. In no °OW. line does the forester's educationtotally
need rounding out so badly. Of the nine credits suggested, three are ele-
mentary, permitting the student to take Jater courses in the- principles of or-
ganikation and inanogenient. employment, markets, and otter subjects for six
additional credits.

Business law has been generallyinnitted, but deserves a place in the ,cur -
riculuni. The remaining nine credits devoted to forest economics include the
general courses usually given to beginners, the history of forestry, and State
and National foiest policy, with one hour for the economics of the lumber
indust ry.

r.
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TABLE 5. Bissiness subjects arranged by groups.

111

Groups and subjects.

Four yeafrs. Five years.

M4hi-
gan.

Call-
fomia.

Penn-
sylva-
nia.

Pro-
posed.

Cali-
fornia.

Cor-
nell. Yale. Pro

posed. r

Basis:
Mathematics 12' 4 3 15 3 10 10Mechanical drawing 2 2 2' 3 3Descriptive geometry 3 4Sciences (economic):
Accounting 6 3 3 3Forest 6nince (technical) 2 2 2 .2 2 1 2Surveying and topographic map-

ping 16 -'9 10 8 9 14 11 12Mensuration 8 10 $ 3 10 3 51Applied sciences:
Lumber business 3 12 4 2Management (organization and

regulation) 4 2 6 3 2 10

Alternative, not included in totals.

In the business group a minimum of 10 credits is indicated for niathematica.
This covers trigonometry, analytical geometry, 131111 differential' and integral
calculus. There mi' be some difference of opinion us to the necessity of
mathematics above trigonometry, but the additional subjects are strongly recom-
mended in a five-year course.

An elementary course in accounting is considered indispensable to a well-
balanced forestry course and is the most. serious omission in courses as at
present arranged. A second course, snaking six hours, is advisable as a sub-
stitute, if necessary for a course in economics (with which this subject is
commonly classed). Twelve hours for surveying is intended to thoroughly
cover both plane and topographic surveying. This is adequate. Mensuration
is best taught by combining lecture and field work in about equal credit weight,
i. e., one hour class work to three hours in the field. If this is not possible,
sufficient class work should precede the field work to clarify the subject. Seven
credits is considered a minimum for effective instruction.

The eight credits allotted in the proposed course to applied subjects are less
than are now given AA Yale both in lumbering :.nd management. Owing to
the synthetic .character of both subjects, an analysis of the time allotted by
each university which should fall under economics or technique could not be
made *Alt certainty. A summary of all this group as proposed shows the
following:

"11

Subjects.

Lumber industry
Polley and management

Four years. Five years.

Michi-
gan.

6
7

Cali-
fonds.

Penn- I'ro-syl-
vania.

9
. 9 5

Cali-
fornia.

10
3

Cor-
neg Yale. Pro

posed.

4
7

10
131

9
13
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TABLE 6.Technical subjects, arranged by groups.

Groups and subjects.

Four years. Fiveyears.

Michi-
gan.

Cali-
fornia.

Penn-
syl-

vania.
Pro-

posed.
Cali-

fornia.

12
10

5

10
4
7
3

3
4

4

6

24

24
2

4

3

3

Cor-
nell. Yale. Pro-

posed.

Basis:
Physics
Chemistry
Agricultural chemistry

Engineering (applied science):
Forge work
Elementary mechanics
Advanced mechanics
Forest engineering
Lumbering
Forest protection

Factors of site.
is'cieneon:

Meteorology
Mineralogy
Geology
Soils
Physiography

Botany, including silicullure.

sciences:
Elementary botany
4t)rphology and anatomy
Ecology and physiology
Dendrology
Forest pathology
Forest ecology or silvics

Applied sciences:
Silviculture, natural
Seeding and planting .....

Zoology, including 'mktg.

Sciences:
Biology
Zoology
Entomology
Forest entomology.

Applied science:
Fish and game

Wood.
Sciences:

Wood technology
Identification, properties, preser-

vation
Applied sciences:

Wood -usingindustries

4
S

3
3
3

4
6

4
8

2
4
4

4
4

4

2

.2

3
10
5

4
7
3

3
4

* 4

6

24

2i
2

4

3

3

3
10

2
7
2

2
3
3
3

4
7
2
7
3
34

9
4

34

44

4

-4

2

5
9

1

3
3
2

4
3

6

4
3
3
3

4
3

3

3

3

6
6

2
3
3

3
3
4
5

6
6
3

3
3

3
3
3
2

3

3

12
10

1

1

.....
2
4
2
4

4
8
8

3
4i

64

-74
4

4
4
4
3

3

2

2

}
15.-

3

3

3

3
--3

3

4
4
4
5
3
4

p.

4

4

4

Fop the technical subjects, including the two lines, engineering exclusive of
surveying, and AciPlIc(11, the allotment of one-half the total is a recognition
of the fact that the forester is prinkarily a technician. The general forestry
course as planned can not expect to equip a man as a full-fledged logging engi-
neer unless this is done at.the sacrifice of the economic, business, or scientific
studies.

It will be observed that the five-year course at California permits a man
to complete both the`regular four 'years' work plus the engineering: but this.,
is possible apparently because less foundation. is given in some other subjects,
as pathology, botany, and silviculture.

It is assumed that either physics or chemistry is a college entrance require.;
meat, and that 15 credits will be sufficient to cover both of thre subjects.
Elementary mechanics is recommended on the same basis as aceountingas
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necessary to take the raw edge off of the forester's ignorance without neces-
sarily making him a logging engineer. The subject Is bask in importance.
If thts is followed by a course in forest improvements and about 6 credits-In
lumbeing, the forester should be able to get by as a superintendent or even'
manage small operations directly.

Three hours for forest protection are ample to cover the subject. ou+side of
pathology and entomology.

It' Surveying is inclyied with engineering, the comparlsou is as follows,
exclusive of lumbering and protection:

Subjects.

Four years. Five years.

Weld- Cali-
fornia.

Penn-
'syl-

vents.
Pro-

posed. fornia.
Cor-
nail. Yale.I Pro-

posed.

i

Surveying 16 10 8 9 14 11 12Ifeehanicalengineering 3 3 2 4 19 1 1 6
Total 19 9 12 A .12 1 15 12 18

*Nor is this general course intended to create 'specialists fitted for research in
saviculturei technology, or forest protktion. Such courses will show the same
character of variation which California's five-year course shows for the special-
ized logging engineering training.

The object of the course as planned for the other branch of technique dealing
with the forest as a livkng organism is not therefore to overload the student
with botany, silvies, and ecology, but to cdver these subjects adequately. They
reqtISre greater weight than other sciences,shice forestry is primarily the art
of growing trees.

Under site factors one credit usually omitted can well be devoted to meteor-
ology. Six may be divided betw n geology and soils. Mineralogy, on the other
hand, may easily be overdo we are not traltling economic geologists. It is
doubtful whether moth than 9 credits should be devoted to botany, exclusive
of dendrology. The 8 additional credits required by the Yale course tend to
develop specialists in'ecology, and the time so spent is needed in economics.

Dendrology can etilize from five to six hours, sineT this course can he made
a connecting link with silvies on the one band and wood utilization and prop-
erties on the other, hy.discussing the habits, requirements. and properties of the
different species.

Three hours each is adequate for forest pathology an41- forest entomology.
The separation of forest ecology, under the term " silvics," from silvicultpre is
limper, and requires three to four hours. Seeding and planting commonly tithes ,gffour hours. The time devoted to silviculture varies witie the amount. of Ingtruc-
tive field work possible, and in regions of second growth seven hours (.111) be
profitably devoted to this subject.

EVen with these minimum requirements, scant time is left for the develop-
ment of zoology leading to fish and game culture, a subject which. Cornell has
always retained. This is one of the specialties and may increase in impor-
tance with the growth of the need for game propagation and protection. Nor
can we hope to devote much more than seven hours to wood,4ither in micro -
scopic Study, identification, or treatment.

No effort has been made to present a course giving these studies in sequence.,
This is a matter which each institution can work out on its own lines. The'
evidence based on existing courses seems to show unmistakably that a Pim'
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year course unless heaviiy overloaded excludes not only a desirable propor-
tion, of the' vitally necessafy subjects of economics, English, history, and Ian-
gimes, but that elementary business subjects such us :accounting and additional
work in mathematics are impossible, while in engineering, mechanics is omitted.
Conformity to a single.standard is not desirable, but recognition of the general
training of a forester as distinct from specialized training calls for a tourse
!wolf if possible on Live years following closely the lines indicated.

IL H. CHAPMAN, Chaisfna ft.
MIDI:kr ROTH.-
S. N. SPRING.

- C. D. HowE.
P. T. COOLIDGE.

MEMORANDUM Fittal REPRESENTATIVES OF WESTERN FOREST
SCHOOLS. '

Following the reading of the committee report by Prof. Chapman a memo-
randum from representatives of a number of the forest schools situated in the
States west of the Mississippi, sent to this conference with the &quest that it
be incorporated in its proceedings, was submitted. The memorandum follows:

DECEMBER 6, 1920.
At a meeting of representatives of western forest schools held here in Spokane

to-day certain topics to be discussed at the propose,d educational conference in
New. Haven were considered. We desire to forward to thi conference the fel-
lowing statement of our position on certain specific questioN:

1. While we believe that a better training in forestry can -unquestionably
1w giyen in five or six years than'can be compressed into four, yet on the basis
of our experience and of that of parallel courses in similar fields which have
come under our observation, we emphatically believe that the regular four-
year course leading to the bachelor of science or bachelor d science in forestry
degree must include all the essential subjegia of a forestry Curriculum, so that
the graduates therefrom may be considered fitted to commence their pro-
fessiOnal career. A longer course will not attract the best type of man in the
long run, and hence may even result in the turping out of an inferior product.

2. Modern forestry is a field with such variegated and specialized oppor-
tunitivs for work on the part 'of the forest school graduate that the training
given in these schools should not he crystallized into any one fairly rigid cur-
ricalutp. Instead. a system of controlled electives, commencing at least. as
early as the junior year, should permit a student to prepare himself specifically
for positions in the United States or State forest services, or the lumber indus-
try in any of its branches. The type of snecializittion to be developed at each
school Is of course largely a local matter.

DONALD BRUCE, University of California.
HUGO WINKENWERDER, University of Washington.
DAvm T. MASON, University of California.
FRANK 0. MILLER' University of Idaho.
THORNTON T. MUNGER, University of Montana.
THOS. C. SPAULDING, Unit:v*80y of Montana.`-'

DISCUSSION

Following the Report of the Committee on a Course Leading to the Master's
Degree in Fdrestry.

Pro.Toumey said that he thought the plan presented might be accepted by
the conference as an ideal scheme. but that each school must necessarily deviate
from it, depending oil where filet school is located and upon what the demand'

9.
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upon,its graduates are going to be. In this connection Prof. Morrell, of Colo*
rado, felt that more work should be offered on grazing. Prof. Chapman agreed
that this was important, but thought that the inclusion of grazing was a mat-ter which had best he left to schools favorably locikted for teaching it.

Prof. Hosmer suggested that consideration he given to the question of theexpense involved. With the present scale of salaries carried by positions towhich forest school graduates are eligible, many students feel that they cannot afford to spend more than faur years at college. The men with a.broadertraining are usually considerably ahead of the four-year men after the ex.Oration of 10 or 15 years. The question is how to impress this fact on theundergraduate with sufficient force so that he will remain for the extra yearat college.
In the discussio f the memorandum forwarded by MPH of the forest silloolsof the Weste Sta es, it appeared to be the opinion of many of . thosepresent ut tl confere ce that four years was an insufficient time in which togive a studet t a completely rounded gaining in forestry that would enable himto meet lu ll the denrands of the ptofession. If only four years is spent at

college the udent tends to lack a proper grasp of the whole subject that willenable him to reach the higher places in the profession.
Several speakers expressed as their opinion that, where possible-for an indi-vidual student to do so, six years of college training was better than five. Thenet result of the discussion on this point appeared to be that, while the men ofthe western schools felt that four years was suMcient, it was the opinion ofsome of the eastern schools that five years should be regarded as the minimum

in professional forestry training.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SPECIALIZATION BY STU-
DE1 FS IN THEIR WORK FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
DEGREES OF BACHELOR OF 'SCIENCE IN FORESTRY
AND MASTER 9F FORESTRY BEFORE THEY HAVE COM-
PLETED THECENERAL COURSE COVERING THE FIELD
OF FORESTRY.

Query: Shoirld specialization foliow or precede conferring of the
professional degree?

In accepting this assignment, certain doubts have arisen concerning the
exact limit of the topic, since other phaSes of specialization are being handled
by another committee'

In an explanatory letter Dean Tourney interpreted the question as follows:
"To what extent should men be encouraged to specialise after their general

science work and before they have had training covering the general field of
forestry ?"

It is a trite statement that all educational systems are now in a rapid state
of evolution. This Is particularly true of forestry education, dating back but
72 years in this country. Our profession is changing; new needs have arisen and
are arising; new methods must be adopted to provide for them!- Agriculture
30 years ago comprised ,merely field tillage. Now the leading agricultural
college In the country trains men for 71 different lines connected with the
utilization and conversion of these crops; and to agronomy has been added
animal husbandry, and cheese and butter making'. even experts in milk dis-
tribution are turned out by this institution, believing that the times demand
efficient and economical distribution as well as scientific production.

Forestry, like its sister art, agriculture, deals with a land problem. As in the
ease of agriculture, it is now rapidly expanding, and we at Syracuse are firmly
convinced that forest conservation must be practiced in the pulp and -sawmill,
mid in the marts of trade, in order to reduce the drain upon our forests by
eliminating waste and putting our manufacturers in a position to adopt the
best methods of forestry practice. In short, forestry includes not only crop
productionsilviculture--but the utilization and distribution of manufactured
products, like lumber, paper pulp, etc. So much for the background.

To return to the question asked, under no circumstances would we encour-
age men to specialize before receiving their professional degree. On the con-
trary. given time and money we would-urge every man who wished to make
the most of himself in the forestry profession to take a four years' liberal edu-
cationa classical course it you please. After receiving a thorough training in
English, modernglanguages, history, literature, economics, and psychology, with

'In presenting-the report the chairman of the committee said: "Before taking np the
gneittion It should be announced that the committee has not met, and while views have
been exchanged to some degree, it is largely my own presentation. I have outlined the
contents of this report to the other members of the committee and requested them
to send In individual opinions by mail in case they could not be present.",

29
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the usual amount of mathematics and science, he should be thoroughly pm.pared to take a graduate course in forestry to the extent desired. Such menwould not only have a breadth of vision and miderstauding of actions andreactions and acquaintance with economic laws: they would elevate the %%boleprofession. In addition they would certainly become leaders of though( andmolders of sentiment in their various communities along broader lines thanforestry. They would possess
i tolerance, a philosophy, resources of. nom thatwould make them delightful compapions, well-balanced as to soul, aide tomaintain forestry upon a high plans(,` hick is the ambition of-every memberof the profession.

Such is the kind of preparation for our profession that should be eneoitragett
in eases where time, funds, and necessary patience are Present. The broad
vision which characterized the early plans of the forestry movement in Americais but a reflection of the liberal education of the leaders of forestry at that time.That the value of the broad cultural education is shared by others can beproven by experience of men teaching science' and men employing enOneersin an executive capacity.'

We , regret a change in the ertrance requirements of the Yule School of For-estry making prerequisite some sciences and other subjects like mechanical
drawing, which makes entrance difficult for B. A. men receiving diplomas fromsuch colleges as Amherst, Williams, and Bowdoin. While it is true that mostof these subjectswith the possible exception of mechanical drawing--can beobtained in our classical colleges, the preforestry course would have to becarefully planned.

To us at Syracuse the problem seems different. We do not give a professional
degree at the end of fotir years. We award the straight bachelor of science
degree. In addition we consider the men who go into the industries as merefour-year apprentices, and want it clearly underktood that no graduate is
considered a technical forester until he has received-'a master's degree.

The war changed many things. Not only did it stimulate educational activi-
ties, as the increased enrollment in all our colleges and technical schools proves,
but it increased the impatience and the restlessness of the American student,
never Inclined to prolonged study and palient preparation evidenced by studentsat continental universities. Always eager, anxious to get Into life as soon aspossible, the average American student now demands all the short cuts pos.
siblet To such men, and probably they are in the majority, the four years of
cultural study, plus two to three years of graduate work, is out of the question
both from temperamental and financial reasons. Institutions of learning mustplan to meet the which exists, all the while hopldg and planning tochange conditions and provide for more prolonged instruction men who areto be leaders in research. Another factor which enters into the educational

s A prominent botanist who for many years has carried. on research along lines of forestpathology, himself a graduate of one of the leading State colleges and the recipient of adoctorate from a German university, told me, that in his earlier years he had scoffedthe theory that a liberal education gave better mental discipline than science. After ISdears of graduate instruction, during which time he had opportunities to compare menfrom a near-by classical college specializing In botany and forest pathology, with holdersof a B. $. degree whom be himself bad taught, the conclusion was forced upon him thatthe men with liberal education made greater headway, had more poles., greater self-relianceand initiative in attacking new problems than the men trained in science alone.'The president of one of the largest manufacturing concerns in central New York,employing to its many plants and departments
engineers from, practically every technicalschool of standing, was asked what he considered the b:.,st preliminary education for aaengineer. His reply came back instantly, "One of the prerequisites for a broad-gaugeengineer who will gem later as an executive Is a thorough knowledge of Latin."
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problem is the realization by Industries of all sorts that the college trained tarn
are. after two or three years of practical work. vastly superior to so-called
graduates of the "ttehool of experience." As a result of these conditions we have
WO the supply (lmming students) and the detnand (forest Industries) look-
ing in the same direction. Our phi a is to bring bOth supply and demand to-
;:ethei., to the improvement of the fininstries and the prolongation of our
ant mind timber supply by eliminating or reducing waste by better manufacture
Jul! more efficient distribution.

These are the conditions we are Wing to Meet Those of us who were
lifilatiatt) enough to attend the Madison conferenre realize that we are on the
merge of trethendous expansion along technical lines. There is need for men
oho know about %visd structure to take rilltrge of Molter Preservation: to
1,s-eminent] the ose.of different hinds of wood to architect and onsumer.

and agricultural implement y011(11% Inewel men who can
Winne a dry kiln. Paper and Imul Concerns are now realizing that Met tech-
nical Men far surpass the rule of thumb paper maker after a year's practical
training. It is axiomatic that, unless the industries drawing upon the forest
for thmir raw prisillet can 111;111111'iletore and sell their products at a profit, we
.-sus not eXpeet the practice of forestry by the private owner. Co.tesequently,
die introduction of technical men into the industries, inerm:asiog the efficiency

ismottfactIll'e, the etTectireliesS Unileitelmotiir of distribution, is part
:do parer) of thm..forest program and lays insam every school an obligation to
meet dint eulalition m4)1111114 to the needs of its own district.

This brings us to a further innovation Which may seem heretical to some.
We believe that the field. of forestry not only includes (11 the production of
she raw slek, (2) its or monnufacture of the raw stock into its
tint stage, 1011 oko if Illeprodnetion. and manufacture of forest products are,

curried on pofithla, 13) they must he dIstr;buted with understanding
and economy by men who know lumber, its structure, qualities. method of
;:rimils.41ktributifin of species. etc. Consequently. we ttre looking forward to
die time when we at Syracuse will prepare men for lumber salesmanship in
ribs that such men. after an apprenticeship of 12 to 15 months with large

manufacturing and eiltieert1S, will lie able to recomiaend the use of
wood which will best serve. and be able to distribute it against steel, concrete,
naNer board, err. If this'be treason, make the most of it. Thus, to our
minds, the field of forestry includes silviculture, lumbering. utilization, courses
in paper and pulp manufacture. dry kiln engineering. tie.. Including courses,
in preparing men for lumber salesmahship; nor should recreational forestry
and wild life specialization be omitted. In sum, any problem whirl' pertains
to the nonagricnitural MVOs of our country must be handled by time forester-
and adequate training should he provided along all lines. So much for our

After much thought and counsel with wood users, we believe that there IS,
first, a lietml for as many Men as we Hall to tam Ma, and, secondly, that they
.linuld be trained in colleges of forestry rather than in engineering schools to-
svrVo as apprenticOs to forest industries sit tile end of four 3-ears. Their'College
training will enable them to learn the practical phases of paper making, lumber
manufiteture, seasoning or distribution of forest products, With far greater
rapidity and thoroughness. ,

It is realized that four years is a short time in which to train Men. for a
profession rombining both engineering and economies. us forestry does. (how-
ever, Sheffield Scientific School has but recently increased its requirements from
tliree to four years,) Our pimi aims to give during the first two years a broad

70734*----21-4
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scientific training, introducing as many cultural subjecta,as.time will permit.
If any man comes to us with advanced credits, he is by no means allowed tm to
elect ahead of his class. Rather, he is urged to avail himself of the re Sources
of the university, on whose campus we are located, and elect extra courses in
English, history,.eeonomics. language, etc.

The subjects which might be considered a port of the forestry program dar-
ing the first two years are silviculture, technology, and forest engineering.
However, if a 1111111 finds attiring this time he has chosen the wrong profession
or has misunderstood the (14.11181111S which forestry makes upon him, theourse
is not too specinlited 1(1 prevent his changing to engineering, agriculture, or a
ge110111_ Seletiee eurse in any university with practically no loss 'of time.

At the end of the second yea.r men are compelled to spend three months in
camp in the Adirondacks, surveying, cruising timber, making topographie
building trails and bridges. In short, a general course of training in field
methods is given them lay their instructors which is intended to round out
the Illeretieni work they have been given during the first. two4years. It does
more than that, it eliminates the weak vessels and gives the faculty a chance
to size up each man,to know his possibilities and to determine what paratular

,phase of the ever-broadening field of forestry each student is best soiled for.
At the end of this summer semester the men return to Syracuse, or in .oak'
eSSes-drop out, having discovered that they are not the stuff that foresters are
made-of. If they come back they are then irmittell to elect a grimly which
will prepare. them from a certain line of work. Certain subjects are eonunon
to every group, being the essentials of it general cientille and .forestry du

by Ls.. acsors who have 'Reit %%ith.cation. In this selection the men are aidedht instructors
them in camp fns a period of three months and can assi.tt ih voclitional
guidance. This grouping ot stadies permits stuihnts to begin specializatiim
(luring the third year in college, since they can elect, by choosing a certain

three subjects in addition-to the regular three subjects reintired. With
the inauguration of our paper and pulp work it will probably he meet sary
to give extra work in C/11.'111iStrY 111111 physics Iltlring the sophonoire yul11* Wilkb
Will cause a slight deviation from the above.

At the tint of the junior, year, we have arranged a long vacation of live
months. Every 1114111 is Urged to secure a %void or mill job of some sort where
he will work not under the eyes of his llistiletors, hut under a regular boss
who will demand.full work for regular wages. As an instance of the increasing
interest which forest industries are showing, it may be said tit the placeinePt
committee last spring had over OK) positions open for :*3' men, juniors and
snirs, they were trying to locate. :rids list comprised only positions where
some measure of technical .fOrestry training was required. Seventeen different
types of jobs were offered.

l'on his return to college at the end of the 4unitir s:tellthitt, him general
performance with his employer and his reputation as a technical oath Is mt.
certained. Increased, opportunity is given for specialization (luring the senior
year, the group which he has elected includiing only one subject common
groups,. the others varying according to the group selected.

Thus, at the end of the fourth year the men who have chosen to speciall4
are graduated with a degree ianlivoting a training only in science- --the B. S.
degree. However, they may have received special training which .will ;wake
them capable collegetrained apprentices. for the paper and pulp industries. (11
kiln engineering, forest recreation experts, forest engineers, I. e., surveyors,
topographic mappers, "growth sharks," etc., knowing something about wood...
We basic raw material as an organic product, and having a scientific training
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Wit will make future development certain. Those who have not chosen any
particular group receive a trainitel cvetnparahle to that which the apviceiturai.
Ist received in most of our eolleges during the past 10 years, and can either
continue their studies, specializing during their graduate instruction, or shift
leer themselves after graduation, as ninny of our foresters have done in the
past ,

It goes without saying that after entering the employ of n forest industry
additional study will be neeesAary. We point out to our men that if they wis'h
pe, de tip they should study while working. and that study along technical
lines will In. to their advantage. lien In the paper Industry might take courses
in ie., halte:0 or ehentkaI eagilleOrilig at a (No rrugpondenee wheal. or even a
return to Mime for a year or more of graduate work might be desirable after
a made of years' experienee. Four years is too short a tithe to turn out the
kind of apprentice forest Industries are now demanding.

The type of men described above are what we call the four-year vocational
men; they are the sergeants, corporals. and shavetall lieutenants of the fores:
industries not research men. We, appreciate the difficulty, yes, the Impossi-
.1+Pity, of turning out leaders of research in anyebing leas than five to wren
,ars. It Seea:S that most of the men at the Madison conference failed to
differentiate dearly between these two types of men. The four-year matt, it
sect saying. is not adequately prepared to handle research as a general
rule.

l'or the technical foresters of research temperament. again a maximum of
ealturat subjects if possible is recemmendtsl. This might ne,vssitate for the
resider of a It. A. degree fwo years' work-for a master's degree in forestry
and :it least three yenr,, for a doctorate on 11-e(latat of the p.e.Nilde lack of
land :11:eatal scieluvs, 1 Oar lago.,s1 st col Oaata arid factories of all kinds are

eint: the need for research. anti whethet or beet the Nfiiiiison iaboruteries
many torn of this type. develepment of fore st industries, we believe,

»i:1 make an ever larger Ilemouti for trained men who ran sylve the original
prehlems which confront them.

11 aY eeF lat'401 II LNDATIoNS.

I. The bleal.ferester should liossess the broadest fundainental training possi-
1,1e: a classical eduation if time and floats permit. %

2. A condition and not a theory confronts us, since men of limited means.
impatient to get to -work, are each year entering our State instilutins. As a
.Statt, institution it is our, robleni to deal as justly by them as we tutu within
the time at their disposal.

3. Truax forest conservation Must provide for eliallaa t hail) or deerCas of
wait ) as 4,01 as illerVased production.. tslivienitiirel,
nically trained men am needed to effect tlo-se economies.

Industries owtiing anti inanufarturing forest iwinlitets slit be aided in
the econOmlen1 utilization and distributien.of these products, Since the practice
of forestry by the private owner (four-tlftlis of our standing.tiniber is privately
woe!) InecessitatOs foregoing present protits,lo be reinvested in timber crops

'for future harvests.
5. The forest schools have a duty to proa4hie these Industries with a better

guide of employee, a man having a training in fundamental Sciences with some
sPevialization in order that improvements Rad economies in forest utilization
may he effected, to the end that profits for future reinvestment in forestry prop-.erties, growing Stock, etc., may be assured.
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(1. We'hould limit the group of technical foresters to men who hate 113,1 at
leant one your Of graduate Instruction.

7. Lenders of resettreh, men who add. to thek:upplir of knowledge which our
growing profession jequires, should he fronted nut less than Ore to seven years;
and every school should always urge its heat then to return for graduate wort.

This is Ile gistl t.sward which we are working, holdIng Itefor 134 nisA.It4 the
conception that the foresters of *-IiioriMV. like those of yesterday. must ash
only Ile /111.41 ccf sound tiinilla brit they must also he imbued with the loft)

awl the spirit of ...nice for %% hich our profession is and :duos has
been moot ned.

V. NIOON, Choi. toms
It. e. ItItYAN1,
.1. A. 1:vatirsto.N.
%V. It. Htt4TINtii.

1118eUSSlooN.

Severnh speakers ettoplutsizts1 the awed fur the forest n41001/4 Ile oiler ilistrue.
thou to men who desired work altslog partIculttr lines or its special subjects
closely related to forestry which. call he given better nt a forest saftwol than /a
a Cutlet:s of voluntering.. lint it was clearlY heought out Ono students !akin
only suela work were rust to lie mgoirlIts1 its bona fide foresters. To be recdg
itized to a forester. the student must satisfactorily pints at least the illtiatama
moonlit of work Mitt the school has set tip.

It nas further suggested that were the forest schools to be reardeti
more truly its professional schools thoo now am it would help to (mile
in I he students III, itotess.tottil %iewpoint. To Iltls end the itleal ntivst sellout
should Is. reiorded not us to gradttafe school but ruttier us u sleol vi' ahldictt
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ACTER OF TRAINING FOR SPECIALISTS IN FOREST
PRODUCTS.'

A 1.4.4\ words as (44 the origin of this (11'11111We.* nifty WI-111p 1.4. as
Wan nov.41%10611, tolls report and recmmend:4044ns. In Jmnuary. \I r. Earle

II Clapp. assistant forester in charge of the brawls of ri.1.441n-ls of the Forest
Sen14". raised with a number of forest schools lite question as to the training

met planning to take UpgreSeliti'll or other work in the Ite141 of forest prod-
acts. lie pointed out Mut the exerienee of (tic' Forest Service for the !Mot
15 'ears.purtieularly at the-Forest Prilltet$ 1.1111riliiiry lit
&flown that,. while .such torn tintst be thoy4hly trained in enximsoriug or
.betilistr), their usefiliness mold be greatly litr,reas4s1 by tt thorough under-
stapling of tile fandutuentals of forestry and their relation to the forest lo-
41ustries.of the risilinry, *0141 suggested ili possibility of working oat ooperative
otar4. for 4441440s hl forestry and eogilieering which would finable a 1,101%114g
of this sort. The interest illi1111(Cleql In this suggestion etas grlierul Ile tI
orningements were made for the holding of no informal coillereme of forestrs.
eugineers and etonists Madison on July 21. 120, to diseq:::, the entire
qwstioil

This otfterios. indorsed the gen oral principle thus leis desiring to 444418111m
in loo.st produels work should, have, III addition to their baste training in
.etigitiering or the physicul scletwes, a thorough, knowledge of wood n$ ills
orgolii. product as Well us n clear understanding of the fumiatisentals of
furors. It also arranged for the organization of it cmmittec go,iisto the
entire question in detail iti,1 to presetit a report will, rt.m.olloololationg to

teoentl conference on forest educiion. 1u settler to s ot4 r the 11011 aN
ilhorouOily as possible, the eisti11inse4 i.f two prol.....rs /4 for-
*All.sue from the asi and east., from the West, a professor of 0.4
tag. his engineer In work. and a member of the Forest Sat
While it has liven impossible for thin committee as a whicle to hold atLy meet.
Ings. its members have secured suggestions till its work from nearly a

indltiduttls. including a wide representation of foresters. engineers.
mol !., mists to the Forest` Service, in educational circles. :4i441 ill industrial

these suggestions havekoved most helpful and liate freely used
in the preparation of this report.

liefor taking tip specIficidlY the question of edtleatioh the committee w,1141
like to express its emphatic belief In the nee41-for teimieally trained -time in
the held of forest products. ThiS applies not _only to highly specialized re-

whether votolucted by public or private agencies. but to the a isle variety
of lommercial operations involv&I in the Initialing of wood from the time it

ala iifinection with this report. attention Is culled to an article ley !logo
tomeIn she ()tither. 1918. issue of the Journal of forestry, entitled game Funds.

moral, Problems m Forestry Education." Dean WinkenWenter Is one' of the OM and
mot'uiaint itd4-44Catea of the principle that it Is as 'much the Witness of the forest
scutof* to train men, for work In Anent and wood utilization az for work In forestprOurliutl.

35
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leaves the tree till it reaches the ultimate consumer. No one questloni the
need of technical knowledge in the production dnd use of steel or concrete;
yet wood, being more complex, is more difficult to handle efficiently than either
of these. It IS inconceivable that the industries using wood, with their
hundreds of -millions of dollars of invested capital, will not turn more and
more to technically trained men to handle the infinite number of problems
connected with its most effective manufacture, utilization, and sale.

The industries - themselves are Just beginning to realize this need. Lost fall,for example, Mr. Thomas D. Perry, vice president and general manager of the
Grand Rapids Veneer Works, called attention to the need for technical infor-
mation an techictilly trained men in a half dozen or more representative
industries. Among other things he said.:

It is doubtful whether any other major group of modern manufacturers gives
.evidence of less scientific knowledge of Its prclklucts. A survey, nonattier how supetticial, would demonstrate that while the woodworker may nothave needed the engineer in tire past, he certainly needs him now. .* * Itfollows, therefore, that if the woodworking industry and the engineeringprofession are to be of mutual benefit a frontier aspect and a complete readjust-ment of attitude are necessary. * The field for the engineer in wood-
working is almost unlimited, but the development of such a new and untriedline will take education, patience, and adaptability on the part of all who arevitally interested in the trades that employ so large a proportion of our citizens.

As a result of this address the American Society of Mechanical Engineers:
at its meeting in New York earlier this month, held a "forest products session"
devoted to the woodworking phases of engineering.

Granting, then, the need for technically trained melt in the wood-using indus-
tries, the question arises as to the particular form which this training shotild
take. So far, both the Forest Service and the industries themselves have,
force, turned to men trained primarily as engineers, chemists, or _foresters.
becouse no other type of man was available. These men have unquestionably
rendered valuable service. In doitg- so, however, they have practically all
been laboring tinder a" distinct handicap, the engineers and chemists because
they knew little or nothing of botany and forestry, the foresters because they
knew too little of engineering and chemistry. In the judgment of this com-
mittee,- what is needed is a technologist who knows trees and their products
from the biological as well as from the engineering and" chemical standpoint,
and Who is able to connect the industrial aspects of wood utilization with the

-fundamentals of forest practice and forest conservation.
Wood is an organic product. As such, a knowledge of Its composition and

structure,, of the life processes by which it is produced and of the influence of
environment on its physical, mechanical, and chemical propertles'is essential
to its most efficient.utilizatiori. From an industrial standpoint, a knowledge
of the commercial distribution of the important ,specie of trees, of the effect
of different methods of forest management on the character and quantity of
material produced, and of the relation Between the practice of forestry and the
maintenance-Of an adequate supply of wood as a raw material is equally esseu-
tin!. From whatever angle one approaches the question 'b'e finds himself led
sooner or later to the living tree and to the forest..

A few specific examples may help to make clearer this interrelation between
the biological and physical sciences. Take, for example, timber seasoning.
On I he face of it this is an engineering problem involving simply the removal of
water from the wood._ The most elementary work, howeVer, makes it apparent
that the method by. which this removal -.can he effected to best adyoutage
depends to -a ,very large degree on the structure of the wood; and this in turn
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depends both on the kind of tree and the conditions under which it has been
grown. Dendrology, plant physiology, and ecolf3gy are thus introduced as factors
that on not be ignored. Why Is it so much more difficult to dry the southern
swamp oaks than the northern upland oaks? The answer Is to be found in
.the tiehl of biology fully as much as in physics or chemistry.

or take the question of the mechanical properties of wood. We already know
that these vary materially- with the rate- of growth of the tree. This rate of
growth in turn depends on the forest conditions under which the tree has been
grow', conditions which to a large extent can be controlled by human efforts.
The vngineei in timber mechanics is thus led at'once into the field of silviculture.
'Or take the question of decay in structural Umbers:railroad ties, pulpwood,

or wood pulp. How can one hope to understand or control this, without a knowl-
edge of plant physiology and pathology and of organic chemistry? Or take the
production of naval stores. Is not a thorough understanding of the biological
processes by which resin is produced, of the effeel of chipping on these and
other aspects of the tree's life, and Of the relation betWeen the character of the
stand And the amount of resin flow fundamental to the development of efficient
methods?

Even in so apparently remote a field as the production of ethyl alcohol from
sawdust a knowledge of the proedses by which that most wonderful of all'.
lahoratoriels, the living plant, converts one organic substan...e into another may
play a more important-part than we now think. The held is so vast and the
possibilities so unlimited that we do not at present know enough even to ask
intelligent questions regarding a thousand and one problems that will be formu-

Aimed only by those trained in both the biological und physical sciences. And
in whatever line such men may specialize they will find themselves matertally
helped by a general' knowledge of the forest resources from which their raw
material comes, of the methods by which these resources may be perbetuated,
and of their place not only in individual industries but in the life of the nation
as a whole. The point of view which embraces the forest as well as its products
annstitntes an asset Lot to 'be ignoreti.

The need for men of this type is as real in a, wide variety of business posi-
M's as In public service. As one forester now in industrial work has ex.
pressed It :

The course should aim not only to prepare men for the forest products labora-
tory and other research but for lumber-sales engineers, creosote wood sales
engineers, chemists in the employ of lumber associations, technical-service en
gineers, wood-using equipment installations and sales engineers, and-the many
other, lines of work in.which it technical knowledge of wood and forestry is of
basic value. The fled for such specialists has hardly. been scratched. Hun-.
dreds of potential positions of this kind are simply waiting 'for the men to fill
them.

The committee believes that this is by ro means an exaggerate° statement of
the situation. The mere 'fact that the industries have'not as yet demanded
men whose technical training included both the biological and physical sciences
and the broader aspects of forestry proves nothing but that they have not been
available. It is- only a question of time when the need, already felt by the
Forest Service, will be recognized by the industries as well. How rapidly the
Present potential demand will develop into an actual demand -is, Of course,
problematical. The committee believes, however, that if the training of suelf
inert is begun on a comparatively. small scale, it will not be long before the
demand for them will considerably exceed the supply. The concInsion seems
Inescapable that as ikon as they prove their worth they will 'be preferred to
those leis well equipped for the work at equally good if not better salales.
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The point has been raised that it is piready'possffile for any one who is
willing to spend the time and money tc ohtnin. an educat'or in practically any
Combination of subjects that he desireS; in other words, that if a man wishes
to become proficient in engineering. chemistry, botany, and restry, the courses
to enable him to do this are already in existence. To a considerable extent this
is true. Theoretically. any man can, if he desires. take a complete course in
mechanical or civil or electrical or chemical engineering. and follow this up
by.a complete course in forest1-y. or vice versa. Practirally few Wen have thi.
time or 1111)iney to take any such c(abination, while those who have are usually
unwilling to make an expenditure which ,,will not apparently yield a- corre-
sponding- increase in financial remuneration Immediately opal, graduation. A
further difficulty is*that many of the courses would not be presented in such
on order.mr such at wtay as to give the student the best preparation for his
subsequent work, and that comparatiyely little ativanell iostructiut ran now
he obtained in such specific Subjects as kiln drying. wood preservation, tianher
testing, wla1 distillation. etc. There appears. therefore. to be as ample
cation for the introduction of special courses for the training of men to eater
the field of forest products as there was for speeini courses, in such tiehls ant
client cal engineering, sanitary engineer;ng, and electrical-railway eng:neering.
all of which are of compratively recent origin.

The committee feels that the ideal trining for any pritfessional than 1, is
four-year colirse'in M. liberal arts followed by as many years or soolmia-
lion as may be needed to train him for work in his chosen firlcl. Snell a conn .
bination gives to breadth of view and n background for at man's professjoani
work antl other activities that can be obtained in no other way. The committee
recognizes. hOwever. that this ideal is himossible of general accotilkluneat
and that the demand both on the part of industry and of the stplents them,eives
for a preparation that will enable IIIP111 in take ,tip their professional work In
the shortest possible time makes it necessary to offer 4)m.1g-unity for early
specialization. The etmunIttee therefore recommends the inauguration orriffirse:
which will enable until to complete the necessary foundation, work in four
yeays and to do a certain almond of specialization in the fifth year. In (John:
so, however, it wishes it clearly understood that' it does not regard it as pos-
sile to turn out a thoroughly trained specialist in five years. and that it e-
lieves at least one or two years of addititnal graduate mirk to be necessary for
this purpose.

The conuaittee believes that the essential basis for an adequate course in
forest products consists of at thorough training in the fundamental scionecs of
mathematics, physics, chemistry, nod botany. With these als at fiat-Mallon their
.practical application to specific problems Is compa ratively tars'. SOM.' tra ham!.in the more directly applicable of the applied sciences k, of 11111rSI% highly up-
Nimble and even essential. As at general rub.. however. it is more 11111101ant for
the student to know why rather than merely ItOw print-Ies are more valuable
than isolated forts. On the other ininti, these principles should not be taught
in the abstramt but should be given life and interest by teaching them so far as
possible with svecitti reference to the student's future activities.

Fundamental. work in the pure sciences should he eoneentatted in the first
two years and largely completed by the end of the third yeat. It should hefollowed and to some .extent accompanied in the third mid fourth years by
work in the applied sciences suchits steam and gas power. electrical engineer-
ing, machine design. forest mensuration, chemical technology. wood distillation,
timber testing, etc. Then in the fifth, and subsequent years opportunity should-
be afforded ifor advanced work in the particular fteld.whicb the student plans

--
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to enter, as, for example, In the mechanical properties of wood. the seasoning
of timber, the chemistry of cellulose compounds, etc.'

In accordance with this general outline, the committee presents tentative
curricula of possible courses for the training of engineers and chemists in
forest products,, not because it anticipates that such curricula will be foLlowed
in ton) by any institution but as indicative of the ground`which it feels should
he covered. It realizes perfectly that in the inauguration of work of this sort
different-institutions will go at it from different points of view, and will desire
both to cover somewhat different ground and to cover the same ground in a
different way front than suggested. The committee is under no illusion as to
ate perfection of the suggested courses and believes that in the formative stage
of instruction along this particular line rigid standardization is neither desir-
able nor possible.

With this general statentent aA to the purpose of the curricula a brief expla-
within of the reasons for the inclusion or exclusion of certain subjects may
he in order. Entrance requirements are included primarily to show the ground
assumed to have been covered in the preparatory'school as a basis for the
college courses prescribed. Those indicated have been selected as representing
approximately the present average in spite of the fact that the committee feels
that they are rather low and .could well he strengthened by the addition of
from one 14i two extra units each in science 111!(1 mathematics. particularly
chemistry, biology, botany, advanced algebra, and trigonometry. It' this were
done, t he two units of foreign language might perhaps he omitted, particularly

view of the fact that they are not to be followed up In college. On the other
hand, the vrrY fact that cultural subjects are practically 'excluded from the
college course may make it desirable to require sonic preparatoryschoortraln-
Mg in ahcat.

Lack of avnilable.timi. has made it necessary to omit suck subjects. asEng-
IA literature, Iou'r. modern language, history, sociology, psychology, and
philosophy in spite of their obvious cultural, and even professional, value.
Ar1111;1 111'P wiill the foreign liteaItae'pertaining to an individual's par-
ticular held %%Ili have to maiittained through abstracts and through general
or special ti%luslations. The committee regards these omissions as a dieinct
veal:nes,: and stigests that students presenting advance credits he encouraged,
if not required, lit elect cultural subjects such as !hose mentioned, rather Own
additonal tehnical work. it regrets very much that it Was not able to tied
rooul for a third or fourth year course in report writing, including the analysis,
preOrathat. tool ',resent:Mott of data, awl urges that special attention be given
lo these sulkies. in which most techn:cal men are weak, in connection with
01 IRA' VIM srs. 4

10 1.1 111111*(00. leture.'" are intended to acquaint the student with the
hro;ol fields of engineering. cheinistry. and forestry, HMI to give stunt idea of

2 to ronneetion with this paragraph Dr. Hatt comments as " While the trn-
diti nail povide,. for *the socalled, fundamental subjects for, the first two

eri.-which are mathematien physics, and chemistry, there in a growing belief on the
Part of educators that the %Indent should be introduced to concrete engineering prob.
Ions during his first two vin's, and that a greater power, !tithe use orthese funtitnentfii
Kienees will be Knitted when they tire associated with simple engineering projects.
Stall evidence as we have shows this device to. be of value.

"There is a' tendency also to distingulah between the training of the designer of
bridges or machines and the constructor or operator. The first group will be given
a wider and mOre thorough training In analysis and pure science. The latter will take
less of abstract studies and more work. In the college of commerce and busioess, in the
study of shop management, etc.",
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the location, 'abundance, and importance of the raw materials on which these
at' based. 'Elementary surveying has been included In spite of the fact that
the work of forest products technologists will ordinarily lie indoors, be cruse
of the fact that. some knowledge of the use of surveying instruments and
Surveying practice may he oft. direct value in connection with their regular
work. Manual training in the form of wood work, forge, and machine shop
is suggested both to train the students to use their hands and to. give them
through aetunl icontaet ai first -hand knowledge of some of the more tfliportant
tools of their profession. Enough of the practice of forestry has been included
to enable the technologist to ,connect wood and other forest products with the
growing forest and with the general prficiples of forest conservation., Tlw'
'principles of plitienl ecrototny and their practical application in industrial
.organization and manngemot have beet) included to eilale the technologist
to correlate his technical speeitoty with econont:c conditiosis and to Hs; to
administrative positiOns obviously requiring knowledge of such matters. In
the cormnittet's judgment a dear understanding of the principles of econotates.
and of their Irnactical'application in business life is almost.as essential for the
successful engineer or chemist in forest products as a thorough technical
knowledge of his speehilty. .

The value of the other subjects inelnded, because of their direct bearile4 in
the field of forest products. is believed to be self-evillej. The number of lawns
which should Ire each subject is, of course, a highly deattilde point,
and the committee's suggestions in this respect are decidedly tentative. It
will he noted that the total number suggested (144 in four 3ears) coincides
very closely to that proposed by the cononittees on undergraduate and graduate
courses in forestry.

The tremendous amount of ground to be covered has made it impossihle,t)n
offer any opportitnity fora choice of electives during the first tour years.
Beginning with the third year, however...two slightly divergent branches are
suggested, depending on whether the individual desires to specialize in the
engineering or the chemical end of the work. This specialization will naturally
be still .more 'marked in the fifth rind subsequent years, during which the man
should devote his time to advanced work in the particular field. he Plans to
enter. It is also possible that those showing special aptitude early in the
course might, with the consent of their faculty adviser, l!e albowecl stone choice
of subjects prior to this time. The first two years are'the same for both line,
of work (engineering and chemical), and have been made to agree as nearly
as practicable with the courses most commonly required of students in OW
various schools of engineering, science, and forestry. This will give the sto-
dent a substantial fttundation for almost any 'line of tehnkal work, and at
the same dine will facilitate changing his course should he decide later that
he ,prefers to enter some other line.

At this point the committee delires to emphasize again the importance of
the fifth Year for those who aspire to leadership in eithei the scientific or
business world. This is particularly true in the field of research. for 'leader-
Ship in which the completion of work leading to the degree of doctor of philos-
ophy is highly desirable. And for those who can spare the time, additional
collegiate work in the liberal 'arts is decidedly worth while. 'The -committee
recommends as an excellent combination a four-year course leading to the de-
gree of bachelor; of arts, so arranged as to include at least the first two years
of the",spiTial courtie suggested _and followed by the remaining twdisears.of
teehnicti work leading to tlia. deg of bachelor or science.

One dideutty in the introductimr of a special course in fOrest products will
be the tendency to construct' it out of a combination of the courses already ip
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existence. To a certain extent this will undoubtedly be necessary. Most of
the courses in- pure science, for the present at least, will probably have to be
taken in suldtantiadly their preseitt form, although it would be highly desirable
and in some cases may prove possile to give them with special reference to
the student's future work. In the applied sciences this should rOvi.: still more
feasible and the'bulk of the work 'should have some direct bearing on the field

lot'ost- products. Thus in the study of engineering materials special atten-
tion should be paid to wood rather than' to steel or. concrete; in machine de
sign to salmi!! and woodwitrking Jtilachinery; in forest mensuration to the
iva:nrement of logs, efirdwood, and standing trees rather than to stem analysis
and the preparation of yield tables, etc. ' In some case; new courses will un
doubtedly have to be introduced. An example of this is the so-called course in
the Pratiee of forestry." the aim of which is to give the engineer or chemist

forest produets tt bird's-eye view of the more essential fetipres of silvicul-
ture. forest inatmgement. forest valuation. and forest regulation.

education in the field of forest products develops and becomes more
prial. established, the natural evolution will be toward modifications looking
to the inclusion of essentials and the elimination of nonessentials. Short cuts
will undoubtedly be devised, new courses will he added or substituted for old
ones. and the weak slots in existing elmurses"will he strtingthened. The under-

olineGle should be to have eaell subject taught, not as an end in itself, -(
but as an integral part of a homogeneous course stinied to give the student the
hest possible equipment in the time itvailable` for a specific field of work. ) To
in this effectively the instructor should have not only a thorough technical
kno% ledge of the fundamental and applied sciences pertaining to particular
subject, but at the same time the neessary point of view. Such 'nwn are at
present comparatively rare, and it may be some time before any considerable
number of thoroughly competent Instructors will he available.

In this conneetion the committee would like to emphasize the *desirability
of enlisting the student's interest and giving hint the right point of view front
the very beginning of this course. To a considerable extent +his can be done
by extra eurrieultno activities, such as the organization of .sthilent clubs and

. the Living of spelial ktures by foresters, engineers, chemists, business men.
and others of pbaninence and reputation In their respective fields. Such
activities can well be made, to play an important and helpful part in the
student's training.

These suggestions constitute the broad outlines of the scope and character
of special courses for the training orteehnologists in the fichlof forest prod-
ucts. Who should take the leadership In securing 'their introduction? In the
Judgment of the committee this is a du* which devolves primarily upon the
foresters and forest schools of the country. Careful analysis of the proposed,
courses will show that they contain many subjects quite foreign to the
currila of the engineering schools, such as -botany, plant physiology, tree
diseases and injuries, and forest mensuration. Such .subjects
wood technology. engineering mechanics. and practice of forestry 'tire equally
foreign to the Colleges of science. On the other band, hardly a subject is
included which is not already required or might logically be reqtilred by some
forest school. Practically all of the Pirest schools now give at least elementary
instruction in such subjects as timber tests, kiln drying, wood distillation, and
wood preservation. A good deal of engineerine.and chemistry Is already re-
quired by those offering alVaiwed work in these lines and In:fogging engineer-
ing. To require such additional instruction in these fields as might he owes- -
Itary would be Inif a step, and would be wholly in line with the development
-of forest education.
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From still another angle leadership In the matter falls upon the foresters.
Forestry 'as a profession aims primarily at the eonseration aunt perpetuation
Of our forest resources. In attaining this end it must take into aount threedistinct but closely related fields of activity(1) raisitig the forest crop
(silviculture and forest .management), harvesting the forest crop (lain-
bering and logging engineering), and 13 the forest crop (wood
utllizotion). l'inierlying all three is forest economics. The way in hid,
each of ,these fields is handle:I reacts tiirectly Ailion the effectiveness with which
our forests are used and must ticcessarily be a matter of concern to the
forester. So far foresters have Interested theloselies in these antivirus. in
flpproXIIIIItely the order natiosi. The product:on of the forest crop for a time
absorliiiWn practically their entire attention. Theo they became Interested illhits rvestilig and turned to the technically trained loggliiit, engineer. Now
their attention is being attracted more anti more to its utilization, with rill
inereasillg realization that -tlie_w ay in which this is handled taus a very direct
bearing on forest conservation. Vuthioitore. the eery fact wood .1,
organic Iiroduet dint its Utilization is (owly connected with Its
(loll and its'llarvestiog wake 'highly desirable that 1114.11 Working ill the field'of ftirest the forester's ;stint of, view, which call of
0111"se he seellreil to best atialititge if the leadership in their .training is
taken by the forest schools.

(Obviously this does not Olean thus all or the work lino,' he giwlu ill ltpari.
molts or schools of forestry. Even those forest schools which go furthest inthis direction alleluia to 'jive all of the required soldeels. lu the jlolv.-
Illent of committee the exact amount or work whirl' should he gi%eil ill tilt}

ileinirimoills or colleges is a (banes to be worked out locally. lit stone
eases a considerable number of subjects, stall as mathematics. physics, chemistry.
engineering. inethanics, machine design, steam and gas power. etc.. can undoubt-
edly be given to hest advantage in the colleges of engineering or science. \\line
the work in wood identification soul strut t are, tree diseases and injuries. forest
mensuntion. the practice of for'estry. timber !...eosoi:ing, wood preservut Om. wood

ete., viiiilil miturally he given in the forest schools. In other rases
the 14.trf.,4 submits tlieinsele may de-sire to Cu soinew hat Nolte!. thi,. The 4,

1111411 is,lhat the work should lie developed tinder the leadership of
the forest school4 lit its close cooperation with the other colleges its local ,in-ditions crake

The 11,1111111t1.14.. fools Ifint it is also That the work should be mide7-144.
taken ;it first tit tt vomparatively solidi number of nistillitions having strong'
stud's in both forestry anti engineering. It Is oily: misty tout within the rot:ince
of the committee to suggest what- institutions these should lie. It does, however.
wish to emphasize the laet dart in its Judgment there is danger ill hnviug the
work undertaken too generally anti by schools not thoroughly equipped to
Rundle it. After it is once vell under way at a few institutions anddke Liest
Hiles of development have liven indicated hy tictua4 experience, it can be ex-
tended td others as rapidly as the need for addititaml men herones
This raises the entire question of promoting economy and efficiency in forest
education by hawing ilifferelit Schools specialize along different lines.

The question as to the !egret' or degrees aide!) shonld be granted tuner Willi
this sort of training scents to the 01111111iifre of comparatively minor importance
at tits time. Al the end of four years the degree of It. S. would seem to lie
appropriate. At the and of five years there are seventh possibilities. .1niong
these may be mentioned master of seienve in. engineering. in ciwnristy, or in
foreStry, engineer in forest pri[slats, chemist in, forest products, and master of
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re.stry. Some have suggested the advisability of granting no degree at the
end of ont* years in order to provide an additional incentive for men to stay
through the fifth year. The creation of new degrees has also lwen suggested.
and the committee sees no objection to this if the institutions at Which the work
is ....iNea ?ikel that sit present they have no degree sufficiently descriptive of the
training secured to be satisfactory.

1Vliate%er degree may be decided on. the committee I its that 1111'11 \Vial Much
i Ir.4111illg. IIS it 11115 SlliZI.WSIVII \No Ilbi he nil:dined to noodle the great hthk of
the prolinalls elll'olllIt1Ted in the livid of wood utilization. W:11014'r in private M-
illi:4'1v. in (4111(.01011111 institutions, or ill public survive( ft mia sante time It
ill .alines ft,. fact that there will he oreasional problem, requiring the.sery Lees
of bchnieill men in allied fields, such as mechanical engineering and organic
chemistry. Allah problems. will. howeer, be the exception rather than the rule.
In this conneution the .comittee expresses the hope that the Forest Service
wilt encourage do. (1vVeloilliaaii or flai:WS clung the IIIIVS illIliCall41 ls giv4lig
1.1...r..i.hre in rivit-serviee exonothowtis, through the room: of training and ex-
peictive. to Ilicil Wilk the combined training suggested.

Much hard work Masi be done before such courses can he satisfactorily
formulated and .etierti%ely given. The comillittwe realizes duly tot.wen that
it 11:1, mane Milo mon. lima a nVgillIling and that the suggestions whisk it
has been able to offer are far from the last word out the subject. If they
stimulate and 15)1111 the- way to further action. they will have served their
putpose. Ooltiprelletisive and thoroughgoing studies must still be made of the
precise duties anti rettaisite tpialitications of ino in, forest products Nvorli.
Th.. 1.:41oeuhti. ,...whilloo.ou or zthjeti: hest suited for the preparation or
:owh wen must he determined. Inpumerale ractial details in the intro-
duction of new courses. the modification of old ones, and the construction of
lie curricula Hills! lie worked out. This is primarily at tusk for the forest
sChools. It is. lometer. one in which the profession as it whole eau Le of
material assistance. The rommittee. therefore. recommends the appointment
by the Society of .1mericatit Foresters of a committee to continue the work
which it has begat. This committee. in which r011reSt`InatiVI.S !if the foreot
schools should. =Of course. play a prominent part, could render a real Favvlee
by conducting further imestigations, making specific reeotionendations. and
r.H.1"'Itling With educalbutal institutions in formulating and securing the intr-
duction of such corriciii:a 'is may be deemed advisable.

In eonlusion. the committee dt.sires to emphasize the folbiwing points:
1. That there is a %ery large and as yet undeveloped field for the employ-

nientof technically trained men in the utilization of forest products,
2. That these men should have at thorough fundamental training in mathe-

matics, physics. ellentistry. and botany as It basis for later specialization* in any
gketi line, together with sufficient forestry to give them the forester's point
..r N ill`W.

:;. Thal nit' special' four-year curricula suggestVil should, If possible, be pre-'
cedcd hy 'collegial!' Work in the liberal arts and followed by graduate work in
the individual's cliosc field. . .

4. That the forest scIstols in cooperation with schools of engineering and
scivia.c, should- take the leadership in securing the Introduction of such Cur-
ricula.

:r. That at the outset the..)vork shordil be un4lertaken at comparatively few
iliSillilii011S a1141 4'0414101 !Myr us the opportunities and demand for such
men become more itpayent. (

/9.
.
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6. That the Society of,American Foresters should appoint a. committee to
consider more fully such qbestions RS the need anti opfsirtunities for own of
this type. their precise duties and qualifications. the exact gromo which
Should be covered in their training, and ways and 11114111S of providim; ade-
quate opportunities for such training.

DANA. ChUirlitC/K,
NV. K. HATT,

IIOS),IER,
C. E. l'Art.,
III-Go IVINKENwERnya.

SUGGESTED COPRSES FOR TilE TRAINING fir EN(;INIEERS AND
CIIENIISTS IN Ftuff:sT pit9i)rcTs.

Entrance Requirrtnitm for 1:n0illef+4 and Chemixfx.
Required: Inits.

English 3
French or tlerman (both imits

in same languago___
history
Algebra I

Plane geometry _______
Solhl getunetry______
Physics

Total

11141/181 :
1131tg.

.141V:111(1 algebra _ - - - - - - - I
Biology. botany. or lienitry_
(irks and Anwrican /,

(Ili :it 1-1

12,,,tmittle _
1.-1

1

4;1.111i:1D, Spithi-b, "ha'
(;r1: ____ ___ -.----- 1-3

1-3
1-1

ni _ - 1-1
TrIg61111itt ry ?-
N't whom!. in111,trial. ..1*

a tn subje, is

In ail_.______ -__

Culfrqc rurri, Winn for Enoioef rs.
rttw'r yEAR.

SEMEsITR.

Hours.
5E1'(1 srmr,

11. lung.English (1)' 3 1.:tu:11,h 1) _ 3Advstnejd algebra and tr1.4-uono-try Analyt geom.-try (4) 3
4 I'Inisiry 110)

chemistry 1 10 ) _e _____ 3Botany 129) 3 1.rtiwiltg III) 3Drawing (0)..
Wood aork

3'
io(rodajoy tures I _ 1

18
1'

:41:1 'Ni YEAR.

Differential. calculus (5) 3 Integral calculus (5).; ___. ___ aPhysics (18) 3 Physics (15)_ 3Physics laboratory (in) 2 Phys.ies laboratory (19)Qualitative analysis (II) 4 Quantitative analysis (12)Plant physiology (30) 8 Silvies (32) ___-__ _____ 3Dendrology and forest distribution Elementary surveying (7) 3..(81) -.... 3 ______

18
18

Numbers in parentheses refer to the accompanying description of courses.
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Between the second and third years each student-is required to spend at least 10 week*
jg some kind of woods work, as, for example, at a logging operation. at a summer forestry
camp. or in timber reconnoissance or similar Ark with the United States Forest Service
or ether forest organization.

*HIST sillIr.sTIER.

THIRD

Hours.

YEAR.
eiRcOvn SLINEhTIR.

Hours.
Enyinc. ring mechanics . (20) 4 Engineering mechanics (20). 4
Mechanhal laboratory (21) 1 Mechanical laboratory (21). -.- 1

Organic chemistry (13) 3 Organic chemistry (13). 3
steam and_gas power. (22) 3 Forest mensuration (30) . 2
Plant pathology (33). 3 Tree diseases and injuries (341 ----- - 4

Wood technology. (35) - 4 Wood technology (33) 4

114 18

Between the third and the fourth year tacit student is required to spend at least 10
weeks in connection with one or more wood-using industries.

FOURTH YEAR.
FIRST stUrfiTtR.

Hours.
SECOND SEM !STIR.

Flours.
Economics (39) a 3 Economies (39) 3
Practice of forestry (37) Industrial organization and ridminls-
Nlaehine design (23)- tr'ajion (40) 3
Hydraulics 1241 f Electrical engiuecringe ( I 3
lifas.nry construction,. (n) 3 Engineering ITISted&is (27) 3
1,unils,ring and wood using Industries Structural design (281.. 3

ls 3 Wooll.using industries (38) 3

18 18

Ad ea ncoil NO,rk. hieey
Timber physlefc.
Timber nierbanies,
%Vocal utilization,

plrril YEAR
elective, along such lines as

%Yin., technology,
Wood preservation. -

Structural elginoering and deign,
and in. ;tiding rcgtillir seminar work and the prepar:ition of a thesis.

OTHER GRADU-ATE WORK.
To include rescarch along the spoNfic lines in whin) the individual .student desires to

6pPviditZe.

roll!,e curriculum tor clicmixl,v.

FINsT ,r.viVSTER

FIRST YEAR. . .

sciirsTica,
Hours. Hours.

3 I English (1) _ _ _ 3
4 Analytic geometry 3
3 Chemistry (10) 3
3 Botany (29) 3
3 Drawing (0) 3

Forge shop (9) - - - - - - - - - - - - --
I n t r o d u c t o r y lectures 1'2. _ 2

IS

En211.11 (ii
Ad,clo algebra and trigonomet ry(31_

try On
(21

Woods work (S)

FIRST SEME$TEI(.

Differential calculus (3)
Physics (181
Shysies laboratory (191 2
Qualitative analysis (111 4
Plant physiology (30).
Dendrology and forest distribution (31) _ 3

18

SECOND YEAR.

Hours. I
- 3

18

SECOND SEmE.1EIL.
Ilours.

Integral calculus (5)- 3
Physics (18) a
Physics laboratory (19) _ 2
Quantitative analysis (121 4
Slivics (82) ._

Elementary surveying (1) 3

18
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BBetween the me(ind and the third year each -ittintent is required to spend at Ieast 10
w eeks In some ki of woods Work. as. for example. at a logging operation, at s summer
forestry camp. or/in timber revonnaisssinee or similar work with the United States Form,*
Service or other, forest orgrtnization:_

_
TIIIRD VEAlt.

YIR/11 14ICM III
Hoot, 1

FtigIneerins mechanics 4 2 1 4
Mechanical laboratory (Ir.:1 1

Organic chemistry 1:1 k-- 3
Organic synthesis slid analysis 114 -

Plant pathology (33) 3
'Wood technology 4 37i I 4

Engineering met lianics 421
; Mechanical laboratory I 22

Organic chemistry 1131
1 tlrgatile And anal) .1
1 Tree disCases and itijitt 104 4 II I
i Wood technology .

1i I,

4

1

4

45

Ittween the thild and the fourth year cacti student is tc.piirs d to spend in ti st Inweeks In eonnectioo with into or no.r.. wood using industries employing chemical pro,esies.

VIIMT HtMENIFIt.

Economics 139,
Practice of forektry
Physical chemistry
Chemical tyCi1114.14);:y a 111)

Forest mensuration . :II; _ _

taunt..ring alai wood using 'Industries

yUltT11 YEAlt.

.1

i-i

sr, 4 *S;(1 SVM CTVIt

E.s1nomics 13tl.
Industrial organisation :slot whom,

(ration 440, . .

l'hyslcat chemistry 11:*.)
Electrical engineering :f
Industrial analysis
Wood using liolustrs ,:ts,

FIFTH YEA It

Is

Advanced work. chiefly elective, along such lines as
Derived prinlucts.
Wood preservation.
Cellulose- chen'ist rBiochemist ry,
Physical, ot giinlc chemistry.
Chemical industries,

and including regular seminar work and the preparation .f a thesis.

°Tit Eit GRA DU ATE WOR K

'Cu include research along the specific lines in which the individual studygn desires
to specialize.

Brief doteription of roitiscs.

. 1. i;ifyilxfi.--('timposItitin, rliPtorie, mai general literature, with artoularemphasis on the clear and logical presentation of facts and ideas. 11: Win e.I, 1 alai 2.)'
2. Infroduiory freturcs.A general survey Of the fields of enginevring.chemistry, and. forestry, indicating briefly the eharaeter of work, opportunities

open. kind, extent. anti distribution Of the prinelpal raw materials tise.l. k.te.(E and C, I. 2.)-
. 3. Advanced algebra and rripanametra.--College algebra beyond quadrn(lvs;plane trigonometry. II.: and C, I, 1.)

Lotion. and numbers In parentheses following each course indicate whether It IsfOr.sttgliitsers or chemists (or both), and the year and and semester 111 which it is gives.Thus. F. and C. I. 1 sand 2 Indicate that the einise is for both engineers and chemists'and that it is given in 'the first year. first and second semesters; C. IV, 1, that thecourse is for chemists and-is given in the fourth year. first semester, etc,

ill1.14111111.41;111011111111111.1111011111114i1-:__.
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4. Ia lytie !Bono l'Inne and solid rattlytic gtionietry. (E and (7, 1, 2.)
l's;, ulns, differential awl integral.- Principles'of differential and integral

ssh !IkIs1i41 I" Inn)hsiis of one sins) t'Ver111 variubles. 1 E End C, II. 1

Iml
ii,,g,,19 tru'ligq. free-hand (Intiing. and ma-

1.: 11 III r. 1, 1 HMI 2.,
7 I I. on is Wry An1 of StIrVeying Its rUI114.111't fundamental stir

method,: measurement al tiine,. ngles. and tireas. ( E and 11, 2.1
s. It -I'se and Carl...) Witch., litf lathe tools, and of w.isslworking

ken prelinimry exereises In ilitterii Making. joinery and cabinet
,ffik 11: 81141 1', 1, 1.

1 o, shop Forging: welding. tool dre,sing, temperiteg, ete. .14 WI
I :. I

to c'1,r,rrixlrll. 1;e1Wri1l 111,41' 1ISIS*i11111111.11 `1111,1 properties is) 111111114.014.
..vials. and their conspotinsIs. t E. 11.111 4'. 1, 1 tAid ,

11 iing(itsito-c matissisis. and praeties, iptalital I% 4' 11111111YSIM.

I: :111,1 II, 1 1 .

12 Q,.antetaltre anlsr. ravinetric stml slelrnonations, in
eleetrolyti methods and tin' ealihristain of %%eights and volumetric

N(rton--. K and C, if, 2
13 is( chemistry.- -4 sitiiiiHosi1 ion 111141 characterktics of tie principal

classes orgal Is comunds, with emphasis ilium claws mullions and sanc-
tum' theory. and with special reference to wood and other (sin's). products.
41: tool c. III. 1 an(1,2.1

11. tii-mlor roil; 1114-xs N UM, WM/ fixix.--Preparultion and atialys;s of tNiiical
eoinisounds. .I" in, 1 and 2.1

l'hy,ial chemixtry. -1'01181 1110.11 HMI struettire of mailer; general prop.
!tis of gases, Ilelellds, and *Mils; phenomena of -ssititions; colloids;

: thrinellemistr te. IV. 1 and 2.1
is; ch. mica! behnology.- -.%iplintion of chemical and physicist principles

to problems of eln'in:al matinfact tire. together with the principles of 141811118rd
cola, of machinery:mid atmarattis m.od isy ter ehrnliral industries. (4'. IV. 1.)

17. ImIliNtrial anlysis.- -Anal:vials of 11 %sir;ety of mut crisis in common 11111118
trial With 4.11 the signitleadee of proedure and results. IC, IV, 2.1

Ps. PO/xis-R.-Fundamental principles of graVitation. heat. light, sound, ate
lain 1.. ItIngitersni ionleleetr:city. 1E and C, 11. 1 and 2.
in. Physic* latssealory.---Ishysical measurements and experiments in the fields

,Avers..1 1 A 'Oil 1.144. 1 s. E mill C. I1, 1 and 2.)
241. InginecrIng merhonies.,-Thearelleill_ and applied inehanies. including

fiimiansental concepts and general principles of equilibrium null motion; statics,
kinetics. and inechanies of materials; apliention of prineiples and metlosis

em:ineeripg problems. I E and 1 and 2.1
Itechaieal laboratory 7-Experiments on engines. turbines, pumps. lio'lers.

AO other machines; shop practLe on the drill, lathe, planer. and other stand-
ar.' machine tools. (E 111111 e, III, 1 and 2.1

2. Steam..aml gas yotrer.-A general study of steam and gas power pittnts-
,iusi quipnient : 'relative costs and advantages of different types and sizes of
uutch:nery ; combustion, handling, and storage of fuels used in power plants.
It. TIT. 1.)

2.1. lbw/tine 11114011. -Design. of machines and 1111101111P parts. including ml-
\ :Hired drawing. and with particular. reference to sawmill ant) woodworking
uiusnery. (E. IV. 1.1

2'1. Hydra taica.--liydrostnticis- and hydrodynamics, including .water pres-
sure, water flow, friction, etc. ( E. Iv, 1.)

Ilasonry constrnetio.-Prineiples and design of masonry structures, In-
dulling the properties of concrete and reinforced concrete. (E, IV. 1.)

20. Plectrieul enflifteering.-Essentials of electrical engineering, including the
generation, tronsiss!on, and application of electrical power. This and Course
22 together (liver the subject of prime movers. (E and C. IV. 2.)

27: Engineering materials.-Properties and requirements for materials, par-
ticularly 'Wood, used in engineering construction; effect of methods of manu-
facture upon the quality of the. material: specifications and standard tests used
Jo secure neeeptable grades 4 material. ( E,- IV. 2.)

trneturol design.--emnputtition of stresses; design of columns, beams,
and girders: building laws and specifications. (E, IV, 2.)
29. Itolany.-Studley of the form, structure, life processes, and (hrltAY)

dattsilication of the principal grotips of plant life, (14 and C, I, 1 and 2.)
70734° --21 ---4
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30, Plant physiology. Absorption, nutrition, growth, and reproduction, with
special reference to woody plants. (E and C, 11, 1.1

31. Ifrnoindogy and forest diRtribution.-1dentifientlon, cias.sitiation, anddistribution of trees and shrubs, with special reference to those of eonitnercialimportance. (E and C, II, 1.)
32. Si/rtes.Relation between trees and forests and their emir-oilmen': lifehistory of the forest ; all kal characteristics of the more important timber treesand types.' (E and C, I1, 2.)
33. "Mat pathology.Nature, cause. and control of plant -disease., withspecial ce;ernee to diseases of trees. (K and C, 111, 1.1
34, Tree diseases and injurirs.Deieellon, prevention, and eructi+,aaiaa oftree diseases and wood decay ; rotation between decay and such prock...4, asair drying, kiln drying, gluing, 'tainting. creosoting, etc.; effect of titel, fic-e-ets.

lightning, wind, frost, etc., on trees and their prolfuts. (E and C, 111. 2.1
4. Wood lechnoloay.----OroKs and Arlicroscoloic structure and physical. chemi-

cal( and mechanical properties of wood, with special reference to its idootitt
cation and uses, and including a consideration of defects. tE and C, 111.1and 2.1

36. Pores( mca.urafion.--Form and content of trees and logy, with special.
reference to the measurement of standing timber and of logs,eordwo041, andother forest products. (E. III, 2; C, IV. 1.)

37. Practice of forestry.--Plnee of forestry in the hit' of a nation; elemen
tary principiets'and pnictice of tire protection, silvieultnre. forest management,forest orgiudration, and forest administration. I E and C,

38. Lumbering and ultod-uing industries.Brief survey of the methods oflogging tad milling in the principal forest regions of the ('niter{ State.k, in
eluding- grading rules ; consideration of the principal wklodasing industries,
with special reference to their ecOnomle importance. woods used. and lthihodeof operation. (E,and 1', LV, I and 2.)

39, L'eonomica.--Cenend principles of eeonotnies, including, prodoecon of
wealth, busitieti organi7.11tioll, value and price, money and ba0;.,...1,-,14. a4
commeree, _dist ribut ion, labor problems, ransporth I ion. public littatwe etc..E and C. IV, I and 2.1

4. Indurdrial oroani:olion and adnotniatration.L-Mdern 111P111011S of.indua-
trial organization, administration, laid production. Including. ,n,
methods of planning work and insuring IkroLuet.ou, administrative reporK
time-keeping and cost-finding systems, plant Ibratitrn and arrangement. etc.
(1-1 and C,

COMMENTS BY DrAIST WINKENERIWk.

Fn connection with the curricula I wont to go on record with reference to thefollowing points:
(a),I believe the committee should make A distinction between the type of

Individual that will become primarily a research man (either in the 1;overn-
molt service or In the industries) and the type that will enter the industrial
field with a view to working into the administrative or business end of the
industry. This distinction can readily be made by adopting the elective system
The demand for men trained in ,forest products will be many times greaterin the latter than. in the former field. The curricula as presented are, to
my nkAnd, arranged primarily for jraining research men.

(a) The Elective System. The modern method in education is the elective
system. In technical courses such as these, a systein that pres.cries certain
fundamentals and ends with advanced, highly specialized work, admission towhich is guarded by carefully selected prerequisites, has many advantage'. It
opens up a wide field for specialization in that it can he 'adjusted to meet any
specific needs; yet keeps the cumiculum simple and makes fit easy to administer,
Fundamental courses -will serve as general prerce ulsites a id breadth-of train-
ing. The prerequialtes to the advanced courses w ll lend p rpose and direction
to the work oMlie student and prevent him from distdpati g his energies over
a large-number of unrelated subjects. The final advanced urges, if properly
organized, will tie in the theoretical work with the actual iork the graduate
will be called upon to do when he leaves the university, I n courses ricknowl-
edged by the committee to be merely suggestive and which will need to be
modified from time to time as we learn more specifically he nature of the
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work to be done by the graduate, It would certainly seem that the elective
.hystem wantd lend itself far better to the conditions than a defitsitely pre-
scribed curriculum.

In It Is now quite generally coneeded among edueators that the tive-year
curriculum is not working out satisfactorily, because the majority orstuoleidA
will slot stay five years. This means that much of the work will have air be
cornplete hi and of itself, f. e., we shall have to prepare the student to tit
into same &mate job at the nd of his fourth year. and this will he possible
for si,an !of the industrial joos. This will mean that a great deal of the work

14,Ioleil.1"r the fifth year, particularly in the engineoring course, will need
p, be given to the undergraduates.

Ii SCUSSION F THE itEroirr ON TIfir: SCOPE AND CHARACTER OF
TRININff FOR SPECIALISTS IN FOREST PitoDUCTS,

!'rot.. it. F. Brants, of the University of Maibe, outlined the work one at
Mat histifotion to train men for the pulp and paper industry; the graduate is
at chemical engineer with a general knowledge of forestry.

Nan. Thumey )win cad out the danger that courses on specific &tails and
tenhnique tended to nlaVe. the student an artisan and to get away from the
-ideal of what at fundamental education should be. Proper training should
ground the student ifi fundamentals and develop, in him the power of philo-
sophical reasoning.

Mr. C. P. Winslow, of the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis., em-
phasized the point made by !lean Tourney. If it man specializes too intensively
us uo undergraduate, he may find later that his interests lie in a different
din..lion; a broader and more fundamental training is of greater value.
Thies has been precis! to lie true at the Forest Products Laoratory. There Is
an ha-reaming demand and good field for men that might be called forest-
prodocts engineers. But to get the ry training takes more Ilmn four

one trouble at the lulairatoor hub: been to get men (rota college who
base both the fundamentol.buckground, plus knowle4Ige of sore particular
branch, dike chemistry. ManY tarn hove had to get Ibis after emnisig.to Moon-
-,00n. The demand at the laboratory is not great enough to justify the forest
schools in developing men for that work alone, but there is it demand for sods
men in the industries. The forest schools irre In a pOsition to meet this need.
The important thing is to etlithli$11 it good four-year titiolgiltootitate course on
which liaise who wish to go to for further study can ha. *dallied work lttt
tone or more particular lines. Such well - grounded men will he able to progress
satisfactorily in a variety of wood-working industries.

lag mower to at question as to what salary such a man might expect (wills
regard to its bearing olVilldtleing bita to remain longer at college), Mr. Winslow
replied that generally the graduate is to 1114 as an untried man and Is
114141 atssordingly. Men who.) have had training subseauent to college may

$3.00o to $4.($Xh, with an arrangement for a bonus on the MIN that they
hicreilse. If such men can develop the industry, they are apt to rise fast.
Oue man Of 28, five years out of eollegetwo and a half at the laboratory
sad on equal lime in educational work went. to a commercial company at a
Wary Of AC5.1100. The minimum salaries that are offered MIMI who have been
at the laboratory two or three years range around $3,000 up to $43,000 Or $7,000.

!'reify Moots and Homer both emploasizethe !mint that there was need for
two ty0tis of men: (1) The men who had had four or five years at college
and begins as an apprentice, as it were, developing his vocation while learn-
ing the industry; and (2) the -man of research type who, after five to seven
years of college work, emerge: vas a highly trained specialist.. The schools
can provide definite courses for the first type; for the latter it is a question
of individual graduate study.
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. .

which department he specializes in, In many States special vocational schools
In agriculture have been established, and the students are required to pursue
agricultural subjecVt during at least a .portion of the course. In many States
the curriculum of tithe vocational department in agriculture is outlined in the
State plan in a general way. For the State of Pennsylvania the following
course of study is required, although some latitude is allowed in adapting the
instruction to local needs.

iCurricul of the vocational department in agriculture in'Pennsylrania.
FIRST YEAR.

Vocational goof related sub /sets one -half
day.

per week.

Academic subjectsone-half day.

per iv . -k.
General science 5
Pout t ry Civics 3
Mechanical drawing Etymtilogy or foreign language 5
Vegetable gardening. Health inspection 2
Farm shop work
Agricultural project 15

15

SECOND YEAsit.

Farm crops_ English 5
Ornamental gardening Nioderit European history . 3
yarnt forestry EconoThic geography or foreign Ian
Farm booliteeping gunge- 5

. Farm shop work Health instruction 2
Agricultural project

15
15

TIMID YEAR.
Dairying Chemistry or physics 5
Anithal husbandry English .

5
Fruit raising ilistory, American__ . 3
Forging and farm slow work lie instruction 2
Agricultural project

15
15

FOrial 1 YEAR.
Farm tnechonles Chemistry or physics 5
Farm management English 5
Rural law American economics history
Rural sociology health instruction 2
Agric9itural project

-15

The content of the coarse hr woodla at forestry. as a part of the fou -year
training period in vocational agriculture for high schools, is determined largely
by the farm, comrunity, and regional needs. Not alone the requirementS of
the present and immediate future must be given consideration, but also the
probable developments of the more distant future. Wood differs from other
crops chiefly in that a considerable period of time is required for the products
to reach usable form. In the South, approximately 60 per cent of the total
area is in woods, nearly every farm including a larger or smaller woodland.
Iu the undeveloped sections it is not uncommon to find from 50 to 80 per cent of
the individual farms in second-growth-forest. :Eventually an increasingly large
part of-the wooded areas will be required for the production of food crops- to
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satisfy the demands of a rapidly growing population., Agricultural develop-
ment of the future must..nof Jae unduly stressed, however, since wood is us
important a factor in our present -day civilization as Is food material. The
tendency in older countries is to provide for increasing populations through the
introduction of more intensive methods of utilizing the soil. Germany main-
tales 241 per cent of her area In wood production.

THE COMMUNITY SURVEY.

The farm-to-farm survey, involving also a study of wood markets and farm
requirements for \rood, will indicate the relative importance of the wood crop
and serve as a basis to determine the time emphasis, and-content of the coarse
of study. Because of the bulky character of woodland products. the factors of
transportation, involving the condition of country roads, distance to railroad.
and railway rates, require special study, since these are often the controlling
factors in marketing wood at it profit. Too often the farmer is at the mercy of
the local dealer simply because he is unable to get his logs to market. The
marketing of woodland products is frequently as. difficult of solution as is the
handling of perishable crops.'

The farm. requirements for repair and other wood products vary according
to the Intensiveness of agricultural practices, the demands upon the woodland be-
ing greatest in well-developed comm unities. Thus, the total area of woodland in
a community is, in itself, not a true index to the relative importance of forestry
iu tle course Of 'study, market demands and farm needs,demanding equal con
sideration. The coral situation during the rectmt war brought out the fact that
many communities throughout the country used little or no coal for domestic
bating.

Just where voodhind forestry will 1w introduced into the. four-year course
of study depends upon its relative importance as a farm activity. In a com-
munity wide)) is bring developed along. the line of diversified agriculture, and
it is, front this standpoint that the small woodland possesses the greatest possi-
bilities in supplying the farm .requirements for wood, the subject matter in
forestry may well be introduced into the_second or third year work, combining
it with allied agriculttital subjects to make a full yeas's work. Where farm!
lug practices are more specialized, the arrangement of 'the course of study
must, of nece:;sity, be modified. Thus, in a community where grazing is the
principal, agricultural interest, considerable time should he devoted to wood
production as an adjunct to the growing of live stock. On the other hand,. in
a specialized market-gardening community. where no woodlands occur, the work
in forestry may be reduced to

PROJECT WORK.

In general, the course of stud in woodland forestry will be built up about `
the projects of possible interest to the pupils of.jn given.community Because.
of the run-down condition of the average woodland, the project of greatest.in-
terost to the boy be along the line of reorganization on a profitable basis.
Projects, both major and minor, of possible interest in certain communities
are:

MAJOR PROJECTS:.

Reorganization of the' farm woodland on a profitable .basis.
Management of the farm woodland in the production of wood.
Turpentine orcharding as an adjunct to wood production,
Basket willow production.
The' production of nursery stock.
The management of the sugar httah.
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MINOR PROJECTS.

The treatment of (etre posts.
The treatment of shingles and etitistrottion timbers.
IN'oodland planting in the reclamation of eroded fields.
Tree planting in the holding of stream banks.
Clearing land of stumps.
Establishment of a Atelier belt.
The 1)11111t ing elf roakIside trees.
The pruning and care of shade trees.
The control of tree pests.
Trial planting of introduced trees.
Estimating the volume of standing timber.
Manufacturing wood with the farm -saw outfit.
A major project eosists of at definite woodland Problem involving a RUM

bey of operations extending -over 11 Period Of one or several yea vs and "ITerill=
opportunity for inchliScil wool! (of by-products) production. .k minor projef
Is a farm job involving woodland products and connected with. and a part of,
a major project in field crops, animal production, woodland forestry. orchard-
big, or farm management. No considerable length of time is required in int
execution, nor is there any question Of seasonal selillellee nr rash returns.
Often, indeed. the minor project is termed an " improvement project. sitic,
the object is the'bettermet of farm conditions.

4
The Am. of the woodland 'is twine or less fixed by farm conditions. %aryi.tr.:

from at few ac'res to 40 or more acres. 311111 may not be Inntlilind In any gre at
extent. An area of front T, to 1(1 acres will usually be as much as :he avers
boy ran attend Jo, since his projects ill field crops and animal production nil!,
in all rohability, he continued through this also. In case the woodland
is larger than is desired and, in addition. includes situations possessing agri
cultural x:11 hie, the project should be limited to thsie portions which are adapted
SOiel (1) the growing of 11:,1441. .%cuate data1 are essential in the reo.::illiZa
(1011 Of the woodland, ;Old this fact Should limit fhe my 111).:111,:i consistent
(With thorough work. ether projects will vary %villi farm ra;tices_ market
con(litions, and trade nstonis. The project in turpentine orcharding shouhf
cover a crop, since this is in the recognized unit of the industry. rile 'width
Ow of nursery stark may involve a very Ulnae(' area Ione-quarter to one-If:11i
acre) at the beginning,. but provision should be 11111,14. for an area ol 171 or :211
;lyres to become 11%ifilable The saline is tree th,. willow holt, III,.
high rust Of ruttill 5 in' the establislulo nt of the lilt limiting the 1,,,3 in a,
small area.

Little ('1111 hi. said regarding the extent of the minor project, ,Itice much fle.
;wilds upon the reijuireents of the major projects and farm conditions. hit.-
tienhirlY is this true of projects involving the clearing of land, the treolfuent
of posts anti farm timbers, the establishment of slielterbelts, the platitinl;
roadside trees, and the pruning :Ifni care of shade trees.

Classroom iliStrIletion, ris olihoinell.111 the course Of study, is based upon a
critical analysis of the projects If poss'bil, Interest to the community and roil.

", mists if it discussimi of the si.ielltithc ti.rinciples which underlie the practice of
woodland forestry. I;eneral rules must be given It 10(11 a ppliroinn In the

.management of community wo(esilands; impractiphle theories twist be Mini'
tutteA In Ills .PrOjeCt StMlY the boy wtirks mkt the further application Of his

-.technical knowledge to the speettie needS of his woodland projects. It is esSeII
tin!, th'erefore, that the teacher. In the preparation Of It coure.of study for a
community, Wive definite knowledge of local conditions am. keep clearly in
WWI the controllable factors of wood productiOo. Unless he has had coast
ernble experience to woodland management, he is in a position to derive as

f.
much benefit iron the project as does the boy himself.

.
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herunse of the long life of the woodland project it is important that the
(mond reports he as detailed as possible; all data heal:: included.' As the r0-
1;olts for a particular subject accumulate from year to year the teacher will
nod in them a wealth of infornaition which may be drawn upon for both class-
room instruction and project Study. This tearhing in tart (lin not function
a, it sinild until these technical data have been assembled and put into

asahle form. _

I11 a forest sect:on where silvicultural activities constitute the principal
.0,,opat:titi of the inImitants. as is trne of certain of the national forest all'OaS
it .11111 happen that :Au or even 75 per cent of the vocational 'cours'e in "agri-
cahltre might is' ileVOtt.11 to the suldeet of forestry. lit fact it need::: lint a

ii sio by the Federal hoard to !mike poss.le the establiAnnent
N*11(111'1.110 schools, siutilar to the Woldlionchnle of Germany. In the

States the policy has 14441 to use college graduotes in forestry for till-
ing ynger positions in the Forest Service. yet it is generally admitted 11111 t the
work of a ranger than eofessitauti in nature. The Eont
difficulty lies in the osynce of practice in the professional course, and-it is '

in an endeavor to correct this deficiency that professional students are advised
to accept ranger positions. 1Vhile there are many so-called ranger schools In
the eountry they all require a high-school diploma for entrance, thereby Wile-
ing themselves in the semiprofessional class and flaking themselves ineligible
to the benefit of the vocational education act.

If the flinger schools of I Ile re motry are to comply with the requirements
of tile vocational education act, it will be necessary 111 to reach the vocationO1
standiag y elitsinnting the high - school diploma entrance requirement 2) to
offer preparation for useful employment ills a ranger. cruiser. woods foreman,
forest superintendent. ete.1 which is adapted to the needs of persons over the
age of 14 years : and 131 to require supervised practice under 'field conditions.

In the inauguration of vocationaLiaineation in forestry the problem of teacher
training will he found to possess ii sigitieunce similar to theplace it occupied
in voational agriculture. V4wational education demands new teaching tools
and materials; the traditional lecture method of instruction can not be used.
l',oys who require vocational education are "imam- minded -; they learn best
In iloing. This tunitas that teachers lutist lie specially prepared to instruct
Niwational students. No doubt the requirements as to the training will he
somewliat similar in forestry to those ill agriculture. railer the Georgia State
Man the vocational teacher ill agriculture must hove had two years ofpruetical
'experience in (orating since his fourteenth birthday, One year of which Must
have been continuous; he Hmust have technical training in agriculture
equivalent to a four-year professional course; he must have had professional'
training In teaching and education; and-he is required to have Praetivalexpe-
rienee in teaching vocaflobill.agriculture. It is readily understoo,d that the ,
teacher training.division,:earriesii large share of the respOnsibillty in making.
for the success of 'VoCational educatiop. since it is this division which reom-
blends hoth the teelaihs1 and, prpfil:sional stileet to be required of' the
prospective teachers. Whether the teachers of vocational agriculture will give
any time to woodland feirestv will depend:upon their own training; and this
itt tarn upon the courses in fOreAtry tequire.11 for the prospective teachers under.
flue State plan.

If the statement Is true that the 'future Crop of wood of -the eastern ignited
States will he prodUeed hylhe Wm woodlands of that region*. Is it not highly,
important that the teaclieisofvocallonal agrieniturethe ideal builders.of the
coming generation of farrnerti4e:41Ven adequate training in forestry? Many
Of the men in charge of teacher training have had no training In forestry.
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and can not realize its importance In the national economy, and The foresters
in education must aceept the responsibility to 'insure adequate preparation in
forestry for the prospective tenchers.of vocationarl agriculture. Considerable
care should be taken in outlining such a course, however, and the forester
milst make a critical survey of the field of activity of the vocational teachers
ta determine just what subject matter Will be of value to them. He must
realize that the teacher, in his partieular community. !DO:es a similar study
to determine the subject matter peopled by his pupils.

Part II. RANGER SCHOOLS.
Num E. A. 7.1).:Gt.ta.

The purpose of the "ranger school" is totrain men to till positions In for-
estry below the grade of pridessiomti ftrester. For some time III CI 'me the
special ranger school attached to sonic higher hist itution---.agriculieral college.
ptfessional forest school, special State ranger school, or private ranger school
will supply this demand. The following notes have to do with this ffeld :

In the practice of forestry there must be a number of flingers, (or men of
sinfilar grade) to each forester. Since there are upward of 22 schools giving
professional forestry courses, one would expect several banes that ninny
schools training rangers. On the contrary we find very few sehnois training
ringer& The conclusion, therefore, is that in the 'present stage of forest develtip.
Meta In America the ranger, woods foreman, or under forester is net a school -
trained man, and that the demand for such a training is not very strong.

This is not a condition peculiar to forestry. The engineer in carrying out
his plans uses apprentice-trained foremen. Thus railroad track foremen mei
master mechanics carry out the instructions of tle;pitinintenance-ol-way engi-
neer and the civil engineer in charge of railroad construction. The mine engi-
neer relies on the mine boss to carry. out his plans. The architectural engineer
relies on the !HISS mason. the boss bricklayer. and the boss carpenter. All these
vocational men are apprentice-trained men, and the reason is not far to find.

The application" of architectural engineering un,l Civil engineering are so
varied and specialized that no ottecour.se for vecational engineers .,.mild rover
the field. Further, the primary qualifications for these positions are manual
dexterity and the ability to handle men. This is a training of "doing" find
is very difficult to lalpart iii a school, unless it is a sho school or "school

the job."
Physicians need trained .nurses to carry out their prescribed treatment.

They are not trained by studying the plarmacoptelaand learning rules in a
classroom.. They are trained In the hospital anti learn the inedival side while
learning the manutil side, This " learning in doing" is being applied sre
and more even to professional educatioh. .Mechanical and electrical engineer,
ing schools are giving credit for :al often requiring a certain Amount of
practical shop experience or apprentice work. Civil engineers are doing like-
Wise. Theological seminaries require students to occupy pulpits in their senior
Year. Agricultural colleges are requiring a certain amount of practical work
on accredited farms, even though they theMselves possess experimental farms
and carry on farming operations.

.

'The following conclusions may be accepted, then, with little fear of effective
contradiction.:

J. The forest ranger for sometime, Iikc,the engineering fOreman, will con-
tinue to.be largely a practical field - trained man,. and a somewhat locally field-
trained man. leor example!, in some regiOns of the Southwest, national forest
rangers_ administer more grazing, business. than forest business. They nmust
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necessarily be thoroughly versed in stock and range management. The ranger
here may be primarily a cattleman.

In the Northwest there is more timber, and shortly, if not now, the ranger
will he in Constant. touch with logging work. Here the ranger should be pri-
marily at woodsman. The conservative logging-boss stripe of man is an
elTect i Ye ranger.

In the cut-over and burned forests of Pennsylvania the more advanced
mountain farmer makes the best ranger. He is often 4 logging trained
woodsman in addition, for not many years ago farming a mountain farm in
summer and being a lumber jack in the winter was a common and profitable
onthination of vocations.

2. Should, therefore, there be no ranger schools at all? Although the majority
of rangers and lower forest officers of foreman grade will, for soon' time to
Coon% he drawn from this practical work-trained class of men, yet among the
younger and more ambitious of these men there is some .demand for better
training in a few special lines. It may he range-management for some, for
others.iiinber estimating and .Waling, road and trail building, forest mapping, or
nursery management. There Is room for. a limited number of ranger schools
now. For strictly ranger work they should encourage mainly the .ranat, woods,
nail farm boys.

As forestry malitions improve and the professional foresters are able to
become real practicing woods foresters in place of propagandists and virgin
Milner sobs administrators, there will he a demand for more training on the
hart of under foresters to carry out their share of forest developnbnt. As theso

. t IN at ionat schools.beemne more and more forest trade schools, the term " ranger
school " will beeolne a misnomer. They should be called "lower forest schools,"
or '' forest high sehools."

3. These schools should he earrled on in connection with a real forest of
eommer,ial size and under forest management.

-I. For the present, field trained men of experience may need only short
!.''cial courses of here six months, there taree months, yonder a year. But
the final vocallonal forest school for real forestry practice, taking the stu-
li nts from the public schools, Hoist have at least two years in its course, In
regions where there is Item: Hal for nursery superintendents, planting assistants,
gnioe preserve superintendents, -mid men of equivalent training, the time is now
ripe for such a course.

5. For the present older practical, field-trained men the.preparation required
for the lower forestry (ranger) courses should he grammar school education.
Tin- course itself should he entirely "practice," with little or'no basic science
or 1,.athematies, and should last up to one .year. It is a passing phase and is
not worth standardizing.

The vocational school. as real forestry be..r.ins to .arrive,' should require a
tko-ycnr high school training. and itself corer a period of two years, or should
eovT four years above `the grammar school. It should give science and
mathematics along with the strong field courses. In fact it Pthould offer
eleoives 'enough to permit the brighter anti more ambitious to go Into the
professional course.

It is not thought that the currieullpn for that ranger school that deals
with the older field-trained man can or should he standardised. Cary's list
in the 011 .Conservation Report covers the necessikis, somewhat rearranged
as follows:
fal Engineering and eonstrnetionf

. Compass .surveying and simple topographic mapping (plane table);
leveling; road and troll building;. cabins and bridges;. telephones;
trucks and mechanic*. .

-
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(b) Forestry:
SilVielllitlre I Seed relierl Ion. seeding. planting).
Nlensuration thither estimating. scaling, ealetlittliolt of increment.
Tree identification.
Foust protect .en-- tire. insects,
%Veird, fdelltiltratiolt--11S111 sheen's.
Logging- and of Nooti.

(r) NIiscellitneons:
lb.okkeing..
First aid.
Game and t1.11.
rinstables ut %%arfleas* law.

These older heldtraind men will getierall have Ow trainin'r in packii,.:
ax and saw, camping. etc.

For the forwltrd-looking %Iwo( knoll forest to-the-public s.Iook
ozer(ind year high school 1 for its recruits, the ifitrse xvill he more uoitpre
heasive in that it %Oil contain wore basic mathentatios and scienee, as" well as
more elementary outdoor training,

vinsT YrAlt.
rirXt *ea/UN/Cr.

: l'omposition and rhetoric.
!llathematies: eotnetry teletnentitry idgeliro assumed Ii have been taken in

high scho..11.
llotatty : brief view of lobllit structures and
Tree identification.
Elententary forestry (general sun 411.
Silviculture: Seed collectbm and storage on 0 yr:tlly:II basis.
Shop: Woodworking and machine-shop tools.

Sernad xiMC.0er.

English : Theme aml report writing.
Mathematics': Element:11.y trigolionsetry, cendUe..s sUreyillf.r.
11'ood iftelitItieUtion and uses of wood,
Drawing. ,

Nilviraltare: Seeding; 1.1:111111: i four w eeks' nursery and outpbitifing t.
%cork).

Niensuration: T.og ,calietr. timber estimating.
Nigoor 'trucks and gas engine...

summer ?en,.

Nursery practiewus: l'se of :Ix and saw in improvement cuttings.

SECOND. YEAR.

First tern'.
Ilatityni0tIcs: Mime table stineying and topegraphi sketching; forest tYPeoofping.
Forest proteetion: Field practice in fire fighting carried on throughout course

otli-aftlaeent forest property ;,protection front fire. Insects, and fungi,
. Road and, trail! building: Bridges, cabins, telephone construction, tire towers.Silviculture : Methods I simple).

rehoWogy and soils (eletnentaryl.
4 ,.(v.(!nd term,

Parent law :Elenteutary business law.
Bookkeeping and Use of forms.
Game and fish.
Forest ter rent ion.
Ranger manuals (National Forest or State, or both).
Special regional features, as grazing business, camping, packing.First aid.
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W"ofi and onitnrrial opera-
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SHOULD "PUBLIC RELATIONS" RECEIVE A PLACE IN
THE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF FORESTERS?

lty lltaattrcr A.SNIlln.
Aasistant /run stir, Unitcd Stoics orevf screice.

-Throughoqt our program we have bail before us the broad theme of what it
is that we are trying to do when we undertake to make-a forester. That is
what we are bound to come back to, whether we are talking about 'entrant,.
requirements or the length of the course or the subjects to he studied or
specialization or meeting the demands of the industries or pleasing the men
themselves.

The Moll theInselves, as We have been told this mo-aing, want a course that
will let thenr-begin to earn as soon as pissible; and the industries whit -it in
ready to give them employment want theta trollied along.secialized and
therefore we must, apparently, erowdpretty well out of the course those studies
which are intended to give all-round development rather than preparation for
specific classes of jobs. lint, after all, must we? The spirit of youth is iut
patient, anxiouslo be dune with preparing and to begin to do; and it is II

wholesome spiritJar youth; but it is not necessarily wholesome for pooh that
it should altogether have its own way. Our professional schools have an ob-
ligation not nierely to cater to the wishes of their clientele. If we are goinc
to gauge our work on the lusts of What the industries want, and so meet the
desire of the hulk of forest-school 'students to get to the bestpaying job with
a 11111.1i11111111 of expenditure. of.litile and money, are we not in much the posh t ion
of yellow journalism, %Odel frankly undertakes to "give tlie public what it
wants"? If we run our forest schools on this basis, we shall not prepare men:
for a career, for a lifetime,of climbing Ilse ladder'; we shall prepare them for
immediate jobs. The school that does that successfully will probably prosper
greater, so far as numbers go; but the percentage of its graduates who even-
tually attain distinction will be unduly small.

It Is important that a man should. in laying out the plan of his life, look
far forward. Ile' should Impart. himself for middle age, for the period of
fully ripened Powers, for the' true harvest time of his activity. You can not
bull igh on thin fouudations. The profenional schools. should recognize
that lbeir task is to give men the right start.

It Is from this standpoint that I look ut the question/of preparing forestry
students for what we hare recently come,to call, in the iorest Service, "public
relations." The term designates for us, in the first place, a unit of organiza-
tion. This unit conducts a group of specialized activities, having a common
purpose. They are not merely activities conducted by,specialists in the Wash-
ington and district offices; they are extended throughout the field organiantion
to an increasing degree and with increasing emphasis on their necessity.

Take for example the forest supervisor. In the first years of the Forest
Service our supervisors.usually bad, to face a. local public sentiment which WHS
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not merely indifferent but ctually hostile. Naturally the tendency was to
tight buck more or less; confronted by nnti:01118M, men of spirit naturally felt
the ueeessity of holding up their end. After this stage, and as the spirit of
hostility died out, came a period of pressure from the Washington office for
hurter Standards of work. The forest supervisor had to be a combination of
a goisi technical man and a good business man. The demands on him were
constantly greater than he saw MS way to meet, and compelled him to turn
all his attention on the forest. A third stage came strikingly into view during
the.war. The forest officers had gradually gained a position in local esteem
which caused them to,be turned to as emmunity lenders in all kinds of public

Ity and large, the forest supervisor has come to be not merely a
Federal °Mein), not- merely a capable forester anti business agent, but a public.
mil. We are now entering on o fourth stage, in which the fprest officer .e0111-
ilinos with the public relations viewpoint the assumptien of definite and special-

publie relations actlyities.
It was prinurily due to our fire problem flint we moved forward to this

stage. Three or four years ago our District 5 office came to the conclusion
that altogether too much money was spent in fighting tires which should-never
have started. A remedy was sought along the interrelated lines of law enforce-
mint and etineathin, each helping out the ether. The educational task con-
sisted of :Witte out and utilizing as niny agencies as possible that would
affeet the ways of thinking of the public with regard to forest fires. Among
tlio,,e are the newspapers, the schools,' the " movies," and public talks by loenl
for, st, officers. The results had touch to do with bringing us to our present
recognition of public' relations.

The question whether the awn who come into the Forest Service from the
forest schools should receive in connection with their technical training some
spevitie preisaratkin for work of this rho meter can not he answered as an iso-.
hoed questioe. It must be coordluated with the whole broad question of the
typo of man that the schools should seek to turn out, dud the relative value'
of the tliffecent sulderts needing to he taught, and the time that.ech should
have given 'it. The dean of the school of journalism in the University of
Montana instructs; the forest school -students in newspaper work. The reason,
he told me, is because a forest officer who does not know how tta furnish the
pru,s with the kind of information that it wants, who does not understand the
function of the press In our national life and does nut appreciate the impor-
tance of establishing good relations with his local newspaper editors, lacks
proper imiment for his work. That is significant, but not to my mind con-
clusive,' For the question is not what Is important, but what is most im-
portant. 9

There has been an extraordinary broadening of the conception of the field
of the engineer. The profession no longer concerns itself merely with mechani-
cal find physical forces and problems, with machines and structures and energy.
it deals with all that enters into production, including the human element
with questions of labor, of public welfare, of Government. Unless we are tdi
consider all this as'without logical bags, there iteneed for recognizing that in/
the field of engineering we now have an entirely new set of concepts, and/8
necessity' for a corresponding readjustment of education for the work of engi-
neers. It must be broadened And humanized.

An. undergraduate four-year course in forestry will closely approximate that
of the engineering -schools, If both are worked out along the right lines: It
haw been generally agreed here that in such a course' for foresters the first- two
years should- be the period of foundation laying, will emphasis On a' braid
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education- rather than speciatistation. The alto is to give us a man of such
hnodill that he poly be ohio in develop his full power In titiaN,' to groet its he
goes oil: to beeottie a_ titan alt-riontil capacity. of !wise, sure JinIgion1, of
Jetttlershiti and mastery. It will not" do lit Omitting for this to drily op a
tieheilti'll of sil11.41s and slip there. The imprfillit waiter k not what %oh!
jest on (tacit, lint wlutt your ohjeo is timi what re.tots yo :wt. -The pines. t.

in the first two reties' work his been spot:, n of this morning. To
learn to think clearly and Iteetirately IA ertainly of great Import:1n,,
but it (Ineiillot follow Out the hoiden of bringing this tit 'Iasi At..10.1 is knit
solely on the English department. Ina prepartiptry ...us! I got to best.
nig In Eni:111,11 front on teacher of Latin. On the other hood, if we ore
eonsitlerhig how to develop an all.routot matt of 'tower 61 Iliti period of fts41 aut-
furity. Isissibly the English is, i.eelled In the other purpses. f.i.g-
lish silents must be 4.mrliem2eil with Ils stit,ly of other languages. of Insory,
to science, of every part of the course, in short l: dentate tslueatious,
object. preserlissi for It When that lots been eat, in the English ilvi,Art.
went of th,,, university. tell them what Waal. and 41+k .114111 IIIWS nip
deliver the gtwsls.

We can not settle thus itiatteF.Ity my talking about it here for half an hour.
or Ili everybody talking about it 'for two thos. t.l hope is that this coner-

will proceed to create it mimilltee the puroose of which sloth tie to totals
tt study of the plat* of rig:lurid fihication in forestry eotirse, the subbets
most suitable to serve the purpose sought. anti the objects to be shoed cot ht
poen ease. This whole question hi so broad, so complex. mill sss tutforaits1
the present time that a council engaged In Ins study will loose before it is task
of a magnitude almost as great as its solution is urgent.



REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FORESTRY AS A PART'
, OF EXTENSION COURSES IN COLLEGES AND UNIVER-

SITIES.
ISM

EXTENSION WORK IN FORESTRY.

(Mject.To supplement the more formal instruction of the classroom and
reach those who can rot afford the time or money to attend regular &turtle&

Thu ,nerd.-11a this way the salient points in forestry Call be set before the
small o oodlot owner, the wood user, and the person whose interest has been
stimulated to the point where he wishes to acquire a systematic view of the
news %%hick are susceptible of presentation by extension methods. To make
this more concrete there would be included the woodland owner whose hold-
ings were too Molted to justify the employment:of an expert and who must,
then fore, he his own forester; the manufacturer of wood in some form who
%vishal accurate information about his raw material; and the- general reader
oho oished to systematize his information. ,

tli thoda.---Extension work limy be accomplished by (I) reading courses, (2)
talks ; ) dynamist rations ; (4 i ertnaneut projects.

1(eitaling courses can be developed in the following subjects:

Ceneral forestry.
2. Iendrolegy (Including wood uses and Jdentitication),
8. Estimating and sealing.

Woodlot management including protection, utilization. silviculture,
and regulation).

5. Lumber grading.
6. Sawmill practice.
7. tiiin drying.
8. Wood preservation.
9. Economic aspects of the lumber industry.

The aim should- be to .'over well a few wel.-chosen phases of the subject.
The "job sheet " method, as employed in the intensive training courses of The
Army, may well serve us a model. The textbc'ok should be carefully selected
and may In some cases have. to be specially prepared. Written reports should
always be required. These should be carefully reviewed, suggestions, made ass
to wrong or doubtful points and graded.

Talks or lectures .should be concise and forceful appeals for action along
definite lines. To be effective they must first clear the ground of obstacles, real

jowl, imagined, and then bring to bear upon the will of the audience such a
flood of stimuli that their laherent inertia will be overcome. Merely to convey
Information is not enough. The audience must be -moved to use the knowledge
presented.

Talks may well he Illustrated where the illustrations reenforce the argutuAt.
Merely showing pretty pictures Is a waste of time.

Iemonstrations are the natural result of the failure of talks' to produce
large results. ShosVing a man how to do a thing is much more effective
than telling him how to do it. Hence, talks should, if possible, always be

70734°--21----6 63
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followed up by concrete, living illustrations. This is particularly the case in
forestry. A demonstration talks all the time.

Projects are in turn a higher development than isolated demonstrations. In
the former a carefully thought-out plan of action is followed up until results
are secured. For example, thinning might be demonstrated in a single wood-
lot bf pure, evenaged composition, but a thinning project covering all the
phases.of thinning in a certain type would be much more effective. It would
include not only marking for thinning, but actually making the cutting and-
marketing the product.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS.

In view of the need of making extensive work in forestry more effective, it
is recommended=

I. That all agricultural colleges and agricultural high schools be urged to
give thorough courses in forestry to the end that woodland owners may be
better prepared to care for their holdings, that the general public may better
Understand our problems, and In particular, that county agents and others
charged with rural leAdership may appreciate the important Ole of the forest
in our national economy. At the present time rural leadership is almost wholly
in'the hands of tillage land experts who think the land should only be used
for two purposes, cultivation or pasture.

2. Every woodland State should have at least one extension specialist to
advise with the county agents. Ultimately there should be a forester in each
wooded county. .

3. A special committee of this conference or the Society of American Forest-
appointed to(a) outline (b) secure wider

hearing in rural leadership circles for forestry; (c) -report progress annually
in the Journal of Forestry.

0. M. BUTLER,
A. K. CHITTENDEN,
E. 0. SIEEKE,
K. %V. NVOODWARD, chairman.

DISCUSSION.

Prof. Woodward said that he was impressed by the fact that certainfunda-
mental ideas have not yet been sufficiently impreSsed upon the general public.
The average man does not realize that wood is a necessity, and further that
it is a comparatively restricted crop and that the supply is limited. The
question is how to create a recognition of the facts that will constitute a basis
for action.

Mr. T. S. Woolsey, jr., thought that to get forestry understood by the public
generally we must go deeper and begin in the schools. In France forestry Is
understood much better than it is here. They have reached the conclusion that
to have it understood by all the citizens, the study, of forestry must pm in
the schobls. Can we not profit by their example?

The possibility of forwarding fof.estry through the agency of the farm
bureau was discussed by.several speakers, who all agreed that in this way
points of contact could be established with. the woodland owner and the wood
user better perhaps than in any other way. But it requires trained men to
do this work. What is needed is personal contact by the-right sort of man,
working in conjunction with the county agent, and backed in his work by
the'eulminatIve effect of rightly directed publicity. It seemed to be the con-

4sensus of opinion that in many States the farm bureau organization, welting
in cooperation with the' State college, and preferably having a forester will*
staff, could accomplish more in this way than if the extension work were to be
undertaken by the State forester, whose attention is more likely to be centered
on administrative and protective duties. An alternative plan that has promise
Ia the method of appointing foresters in cliarge,of local districts. .



REPORT OF, THE COMMITTEE ON THE CHARACTER AND
'EXTENT OF RESEARCH BY SCHOOLS ,OF FORESTRY
AND DEPARTMENTS OF FORESTRY IN COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES.

a
The agencies engaged in research contributory to forestry have recently been

clearly defined by John C. Merriam,' of the National Research Council. His
classification is as follows: (1) Research of practical application in engineer-
ing laboratories; (2) governmental bureaus are' labbratories;, (3) research
foundations ; (4) museums and allied institutions; (5) educational institutions:

In this collective development of research, schools and departments of for-
estry should hear a substantial part. Where the scope of the curriculum and
''the extent of equipment will permit, forest schools are especially fitted for this
kind of work. 'Their administration is permanent, comparatively unchanging,
and favorable to the necessary initiative and freedom in investigators. More-
over, the training of professional foresters,, particularly in postgraduate grades,
will profit by the inclusion of opportunity for research, both as an educational
influence and a means to specialization.

It is important, however, to correlate the functions of the forest schools
with those of the other agencies in the same or similar fields, particularly the
Forest Service. The Forest Service is probably best qualified to undertake
problems having a general or interstate bearing, while the schools are often
better fitted to solve questions of a local or comparatively specific nature.

Fundamental problems, such as those dealing with the laws of growth, are
hest handled where the qualified men and a favorable directing policy exist.
This combination may be found either in a Federal bureau or in educational
Institutions. The development of general science indicates that universities
on the 'whole are the more favorable places for successful research' Exact
livision of the field, however, is not possible-or ,Wise.

To, develop the necessary correlation of work, both exchange of informa-
tion on projects proposed or under way and actual cooperation are desirable.
The basisof cooperation ?nay well include the following items: Agreement
upon a particular project and the working plan for carrying it out; control
of execution; division of financial responsibility; and understanding as to
rightsand manner of publication.

It should be the function of sOme central body such as the Forest Service or
the National Reseaich Council to advise and consult frequently with the schools
so as to avoid duplication and with definite purpose of strengthening the
hands of competent men who are working under difficulties. Such action would

*The Function. of EducatiOnal Institutions in Development of Researeh. .John C.
WA*. Reprint:from University of California Chronicle, April, 1920.

E. IL chop of the committee, desires it to be recorded that his experience
" leads to the belief that, other 'things equal, most: favorable conditions for research
pertnit investigators to devote their entire time to it, and,that investigators in any
institution where this is not possible labor under a corresponding handicap."

05
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help to stimulate investigative work in general and make for unity in seeur-
frig legislation. Any further attempt to standardize forest research by division
of the field would be fruitless and inexpedient.

Respectfully submitted.

DISCUSSION,

R. T. FISHER, Chairman.
It. ( HA NV I.EY.

.1. S. ILLIcK.
.1. H. FosTE

. E. H. CLAPP.

The discussion developed the idea that in this country research In forestry is
really. only just beginning, and that now that the mahiliery for carrying on
the work of education in forestry is coming to be perfected, an important (1)-
portunity. for the forest schools lies in fostering researh. Various opinions
exist as to how research in forestry should be divided. One arginnent is for
the Federal Government to investigate National problems: the State, State prob-
lems.; and tlie schools. local problems. Opposed to this is the method connnonly
followed in other lines of scientific' research, 'where problems of fundamental
Interest are considered to he qtiite as much the function of the colleges as 4.;f
the Government.

The yoncensus of opinion of the conference appeared to he that as research
itl foiestry is so compreheOsive-in its scope, it .Nvould be better not to -nttetupt
an arbitrary division of the field, but rather to encourage in every way possible
all the agenc'ie's iirepared to engage in it. Iii the last analysis it is the investi-
gator that counts; the man rather than the ageney through Oilch lie works.
'Mt iinportant point is that research is fostered by n congenial atmosphere.
Such surroundings are more likely to be found at educational institutions than

Government bureaus. even though the Government may have better
'facilities for providing physicatequipment. In the course. of time the univiirsi,
ties will get the money so that investigators may have equipment anti time for
their studies and be able to conduct them in an unhampered. way,

-The opinion was expressed that a limited amount' of teaching, particularly
of advanced students, was in many eases an advantage rather than a detriment
to the investigator, particularly where as in as school of applied science the
subjects being. studied can he made to link up with the 'problems of industry.
From another standpoint tin' Study of Such problems is advantageous in that it
may lond to financial support being given 14 research work y commercial in-

tefests which, so long as the grants. are made without improper restrictions, is
an effective aid in- theadvancement of knowledge.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CONFERENCE.

Throughout the meeting the sentiment, was repeatedly expressed that the
reports submitted were but starting points .for, the problems under onsidera-
tion. Because Of this feeling, and also ip view of the report of the committee
km !erinatient organization, the conference at its final session expressed its
belief that the purpose for whidf the New Haven meeting was called would
best 1)1' served. were the work there begun continued by a permanent organiza-
tion.. It was the sense of the conference that the most satisfactory agency
through which to accomplish this .was the Society of American Voresters. Ac-

cordingly, the conference unanimously adopted the following: .

RESOLUTION.

Resofred, That this conference recommends to the Society of American For-
esters (1) that it appoint, through its president, a committee 011 forest edua-
tion to consider all suggestions made to this conference, whether in formal
reports or otherwise, together with such other phases of 'forest education as it
deems advisable; (.) that this committee consist of (a) the chairman of this
conference, HS chairman, ( to the chairmen of the tight committees reporting
to this 'conference in those eases where they were senior members of the so-
ciety. and in cases where they are not, of some other member of .tht oirmuittee
%vim is a senior member of. Ow society, and (c) of three other members; (3)
that this. committee. be authorized to appoint subcommittees, which may in-
lnde persons to be appointed by. the chairman who are not and do not by virtue
of such apointruwit become members of the main committee; and (4) that it
report the results of its invegtigations, with recommendations, to the society
from time to time. ,

At the annual meesting of the Society of Ameri_ban Foresters, held in New
York City on 14(44111)er 19, 1920, the aboe resolution was presented and
adopted. Shortly thereafter the president of the society appointed as the com-
mittee on forestry education the following persons:

'

J. W. Tourney, New Haven, Conn., chateman.
It. S. Hosmer, Ithaca, N. Y.
H. H. (7haptuan, New it Conn.
F. F. Moon. Syracuse, N. Y.
S. Pr. Dana, W'ashington, D. C.
E. A. Ziegler, Mont Alto, Pa.
E. G. Cheyney, St. Anthonys Park, Minn.
K. W. Woodward, Durham, N. H.
R. T. Fisher, Cambridge, Mass.
H. P. Baker, New York, N. Y.
11. S. Lovejoy, Ann Arbor, Mich.
It. D. Forbes, New Orleans, La.

To cover the wide field and to endeavor to advance forestry education
this country in the largest measpre, the main committee has been Organized
into. 10 subcommittees to study and report upon speCitic topics within the limits
°tithe general committee's field of activity. These tepbrts will be made to 'the
Society of American Foresters and doubtless in due course will be wade public
through the official organ of the society, The'Journal of Forestty.
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APPENDIX.

LIST OF COMMITTEES OF SECOND NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
EDUCATION IN FORESTRY.

New Haven, Conn., December 17 and 18, 1920.

OFFICERS OF THE CONFERENCE.

Chairman: Dean James W. Tourney, Yale School of Forestry.
Secretary: Mr. T. S. Woolsey, Jr., New Haven, Conn.

,
COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY DEAN. TOUMF.Y TO RF.PoRT,AT THE CONFERENCE.

Committee on undergraduate cot.rse:
Dea R. S. Homer, Cornell University. chairman.
Professor J. M. Briscoe, University of Maine.
Professor A. K. Chittenden, Michigan Agricultural College.
Professor It. It. Fenska, University of Montana.
Professor Donald' Braee, University of California.
Mr. J. S. Holmes. State Fvister of North C$rolina.

Committee on course leading to the degree of Master of Forestry: *
Professor H. H. Chapman Yale University, chairman.
Dean Filibert Roth. University of Michigan.
Professor S. N. Spring. Cornell University.
Professor C. D. Rowe, University of Toronto.
Mr. P. T. Coolidge. Consulting Forester, Bangor. Me.

Committee on specialization:
Dean F. F. Moon. New York State College of Fo'restry, chairMan.
Professor It. C. Bryant. Yale University.
Professor J. A. Ferguson, State College of Pennsylvania.
Mr. W. B. Hastings, State Fore Ater of Vermont.

Committee on training of specialists in forest prourtg:
Mr. S. T. Dana, U. S. Forest Service, chaifina.
Dean R. S. Hostner..Cornell University.
Dean II. Winkenwerder, Univerjity of Washington.
Dr. W. K. Hatt, Purdue UnivetTilty.
Dr. C. B. Paul. National Lumber Manufacturers' Association.

omittee on vocational training in forestry:
ProfessotJ.- B. Berry, Meadville, Pa., chairman.
'rofessor B. A. Ziegler,Pennsylvania State Forest Academy.
ems' H. Winkenwerder, University of Washington.

Mr. It..S-Mibldox, State Forester of Tennessee.
'Committee on forestry in cultural and general educational discipline:

1 Dr. C. D. Jarvis, Bureau of Education. Washington, D. C., chairman.
Dr. John Ise, University of Kansas.
Professor B, (I. Cheyney, University of 'Minnesota
Mr. IL 0. Cook, Forester,-Conservation Commissi n of Massachusetts.

R. D. Forbes, State Forester of Louisiana.
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Committee on extension courses in forestry:
Professor K. W. Woodward. New Hampshire Agricultural College, chairman.
Professor A. K. Chittenden, Michigan Agricultural College.
Mr. E. 0. Sleckej State Forester of 'Texas,
Mr. 0. M. Butler, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

Committee on research in forestry:
Professor R. T. Fisher, Harvard .University, chairman.
Professor T. S. Il lick, Department of Forestry of Pennsylvania.
Professor R. C. Hawley, Yule University.
Mr. J. H. Foster, State Forester of New Hampshire.
Mr. E. H. Clapp, U. S. Forest Service. ,

COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY,THE VANFERF,NCE.

Committee on permanent organization: R. C. Bryant (chairman), J. A.
Ferguson, .1. M. Briscoe.

Committee on ret,o/utions: H. H. Chapman (chairman), F. F. Hoon,S. T.
Dana.

Committee to edit and. publish the proceedings: R. S. Hosmer (chairman),
E. A. Ziegler, K. W. Woodward.

FOREST SCHOOLS HAVING 4-YEAR CURRICULA.

Economy in publication demanded the omitting of the detailed courses of
study for 20 American forest schools offering courses covering a four-year
period. Certain of the schools offer only a four-year curriculum; others also
give graduate work, leading after one additional year to the master's degree.
In the folldwing list the schools offering graduate work are indicated by an
asterisk.

Interested eaons may secure the curricuhl of the schools from their respec-
tive catalogs in greater detail than could be here published. .The similarity of
many of the courses would have made of their Inclusion unnecessary repetition.

The following list shows the principal forest schools giving 4-year courses
or more and granting a forestry degree:

Bates' College. Lewistown, Me.
'University of California, Berkeley. Calif.
*Colorado College,' Coloiado Springs, Colo.
Colorado Agricultural College, Boulder, Colo.
'Cornell University, department of forestry, New. York State College of

Agriculture, Ithaca, N. Y.
Ge-orgia State College of .4griculture,'Ilethens, esa
'University of Idaho,' Moscow, Idaho.
'Iowa State College of Agriculture, Ames, Iowa.
University of Maine, Orono, Me.

'Michigan Agricultural College, Lansing. Mich.
'.University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
'Univepity of Minnesota. St. Paul, Minn.
University of Montana, Missoula, Mont. .

Univerisity of Oregon, -Eudene, Oreg.
-Pennsklvania State College, State College, Pa.
Pennsylvania Stato Forest Academy, Mont Alto, Pa.
'Syracuse University, New York State College of Forestry,' Syracuse, N. Y.
'University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
University of Washington,' Seattit, Wash.

'Yale University, New Haven, Catni.

sehoolaleo gives a short course for forest rangers.
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Agricultural schools and departments, for-
estry. 51-56.,

Bachelor of science In forestry. Sec De-
grees.

Bryant; R.. C., on training for forestry,
19.

Business subjects, arranged by .groups, 24.
Chemists, suggested courses for training

in forest products, ,44 -48.
;Claxton. P, 1'., Report of the committee

on the position that forestry courses
should take as cultural and edueatioual
discipline, 14-15.

Committees. list. (19.

Community survey, 5:1.
Coolidge. P. T.. on training for forestry, 20.
Curriculum, forest products. training of

engineers and chemists:44-46; four-year
undergraduate, 7-13; function of a fife
year course, 1(1-28 ; principal forest
schools, 68; ranger schools, 57-59 ; voca-
tional department in agriculture, Penn-
sylvania, 52.

Degrees, bachelorof science in forestry. N.
port of committee; 7=13, 29-34 ; master
of forestry, report of committee, '29 -34;

. course leading to. 16-28..
Discipline. cultural and Ilona), re-

port of committee, 14-15.
EloPlornis, relation to forestry, 16-23.
Engineers. suggested courses for training

In forest products, 44-48.
Entrance requirements, degree in forestry.

7-9.
Extension courses, colleges and universities,

teport of cnnunittee. 03-64. Sec afro
Curriculum. '

Forbes, R. D., on training for forestry, 19.
Foreett products, speidallsts In! report of

cottrinittee on scope and character of
t raining, 35-49.

Forest . schools. curricula, Os; western:
27 -28.

Forestry camps, 9.
Forestry clubs, 9.
FOreeitry students, professional, required. to

do work in summer vacation period, 0.
Grades of -Instruction,15.
Graduation, requirements, 13.

70

Ilsollev, A. T.. address of weleome. 3-4;
trai,ing for forestry, 19.

Leadership, qualities derpanded.
Master of forestry. sec Degrees.
Newell, F. IL, on training for forestry, 19.
Pennsylvania, vocational department in at

rieulture. curriculum. 52.
Perry. T. D., on need of technically Vtnined

men, 36.
Practical experience, value, 19.
Project work, woodland forestry, 53- ro;

Public relations." and professional train-
ingof foresters, 60-62. '

Ranger sehools. 56-59.
Recommendations of the conferene.
Research work, schools of forestry and de-

partments of forestry in colleges eel uni-
verslties, 65-66,

Itotil, training' for forestry, 20.
smith, Herbert A.. Should " roadie, rela-

tions " receive a place in the professional
training foreiers? Ole e12.

Smith-flughes Act. requirements for voca-
tional education, 51.

Specializatron for professional degrees in
forestry, before students haret completed
general course covering field. 29-34.

Spring. S. N., on training for forestry. 20.
Technical subjeeito arranged by groups,

25-27.
Tourney, J. W., opening addres's.
Training for ideal forester, recommenda

lions,
Undergraduate course', lending to degree of

bachelor of science in foe try, report of
committee. 771:5.

University of California, Training for for-
estry. .20.

University of Michigan, training for for;
entry, 20.

University of Minnesota, fatting for for-
est ry.

Vocationitl training In forest k, report of
committee, bill-59,

Winkenwerder. 'lingo, on training in forest
products. 48-49.

Woodland forestry, project work, 53-58:
Yale University. training -for forestry, 20-

21.
Ziegler, E. A., on range; schools, 00-591




